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INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the history of firearms, gun noise has been of con¬ 

siderable concern to the military. Prior to tiring, anticipation of the 

ear shattering effects tends to make the gunner flinch, resulting in 

a consequent deterioration of his aim. After firing, the gunner is 

usually in a state of temporary deafness. To the enemy, gun noise 

reveaj5 presence and, often, the location of the firer, thus inviting 

defensive or offensive reaction. From the above alone it becomes 

evident that a "silent" weapon is to be found indispenable in covert 

operations. 

Of the various noises associated with firing a convention. 1 

small arms weapon, the most significant is the muzzle blast caused 

by eBcape of propellent gases after the projectile exits from the 

barrel. Hundreds of patents, war and police records, and other 

literature are witness to the efforts, for nearly a century, to elimi¬ 

nate small arms muzzle blast. Notwithstanding time, effort, and 

interest, no completely satisfactory silenced weapon has yet been 

produced. 

The lack of theoretical literature on silencing a firearm testifies 

to the still inadequate understanding of the principles of sound gener¬ 

ation and attenuation in a small arms weapon. Perhaps the failure to 

theoretically define noise problems can be attributed to the virtual non¬ 

existence of thorough and reliable experimental sound data from 

existing silenced and unsilenced weapons. This lack of experimental 

data is partially due to only recent development of adequate sound 

measuring equipment^®* and partially due to the complexity of the 

problem. 

This report is intended to give an insight into the present state 

of knowledge of silencing a small arms weapon. Essentially, the 

contents consist of physical, functional, and acoustical data on an 

array of silenced weapons felt to be representative. The sound eval¬ 

uation presented here is cursory, primarily because of the complexity 

of the problem. First, the gun muzzle noise is only one^* of the many 

possible noises being generated by each gii-sn system. Second, the 

sound of interest is directional and attenuates nonlinearly with distance. 

''See Bibliography. 

See, for example Appendices A and B 
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3. Air or propellent gas discharge {or inflow) following pro¬ 

jectile exit. This consists essentially of the initial uncorking of 

internal system pressure, the subsequent discharging jet turbulence, 

and the effects due to reflections of these inside the system. 

The three noise sources are relatively independent of each other and, 

consequently, require different techniques for their attenuation. Thus, 

when designing or evaluating a silenced weapon it is usually necessary 

to treat each noise source individually. 

A projectile traveling in a gun barrel accelerates and compresses 

the air immediately ahead of it. The precursor pressure wave thus 

generated is substantial in most weapons, even the ones with subsonic 

projectile velocities. Prior to exit from the gun barrel, the precursor 

wave front generally consists of a shock which reaches a pressure of 

several atmospheres. Upon exit from the gun barrel, the precursor 

wave gives rise to a positive sound pulse in the far field. The sound 

pulse is generally of a sawtooth configuration, beginning with a shock 

and ending with an exponential pressure decay with time. In some si¬ 

lenced weapons this precursor sound pulse constitutes the dominant 

noise source. 

The abrupt exit of the projectile itself generates a substantial 

noise in some silenced weapons. This is especially common in weap¬ 

ons whose silencer exits are partially or completely restricted by 

flexible materials, such as sponge, rubber, felt, etc. In these cases 

the exterior surfaces of deforming flexible material and the moving 

projectile generate sound. To a certain extent the same phenomenon 

also exists when the projectile emerges through a hole in a baffle. 

These effects can be expected to occur even when the projectile is 

neither followed nor preceded by high gas or air pressures. The 

sound signature in the far field due to abrupt projectile emergence 

from the muzzle consists usually of an M-wave pulse. The magnitude 

of this pulse depends primarily on the projectile velocity, diameter, 

and length, and on the silencer muzzle configuration.* 

In an unsilenced subsonic weapon, the hot propellent gases dis- 

charging into the atmosphere after the projectile exit constitute the 

dominant source of muzzle noise. The initial sound pulse is generally 

similar in shape to the precursor pulse described above, but substantially 

This phenomenon is not to be confused with designations on scope 

traces where "Projectile Exit" is meant to represent the general 
time of an event. 

3 



greater in magnitude. In many unsilenced weapons this muzzle 

blast exceeds the limits of thefirer's auditory safety and can be of 

sufficient magnitude to stun him. In silenced weapons, the major 

portion of the propellent gas generally escapes into the atmosphere 

after the projectile exists from the silencer. However, by this time 

the gases have expanded to the total volume of the system and the 

gas pressure behind the exiting projectile is low with a correspondingly 

low resulting sound pulse pressure. The sound pulse is again similar 

in shape to the precursor pulse; however, it may be further modified by 

wave reflections within the silencer. 

Blow-by is the leakage of propellent gases past the projectile 

while it is still inside the weapon. This condition occurs due to any 

significant clearance between the projectile and the gun barrel or 

silencer. Since the accuracy of the weapon is generally impaired if 

the projectile touches any hard surface after leaving the gun barrel, 

most silencers are designed with an adequate projectile clearance. 

In some silencers this clearance is so large that a good portion of the 

propellent gas escapes prior to projectile exit, and blow-by represents 

a significant sound source in the system. The blow-by sound pulse is 

generally a positive shock, followed by an exponential pressure decay. 

In come cases, when the projectile velocity is high, the blow-by can 

arrive at the silencer exit at almost the same time as the projectile. 

In this case the blow-by sound pulse will merge with, rather than pre¬ 

cede, the main gas discharge sound pulse. 

Theoretically, a gas or air jet discharging into the atmosphere 

at a steady rate should not generate any significant noise. However, 

due to turbulence?0 vorticity, and reverberation within the jet orifice, 

some flow fluctuation usually does occur. In some cases, this flow fluc¬ 

tuation is a significant source of noise (jet planes, turbines, etc. , are 

examples). In silencers, jet noise is generally substantially lower 

than precursor, blow-by, or blast noise. However, in some silencers 

the jet noise becomes predominant. This is especially the case when 

precursor, blow-by, and blast effects are substantially attenuated, 

as in the Maxin and Sten gun silencers. The jet noise can also become 

significant when the silencer baffle spacing is such that the baffled 

chamber resonance corresponds to the natural frequency of the dis¬ 

charging jet. In such cases both the amplitude and the dominant fre¬ 

quency of the jet noise can be substantially altered by changing the 

baffle spacing within the silencer. 

Presently the exact relationship between a sound signature and 

the corresponding effects occuring in a silenced weapon is only vaguely 

defined. It is known, however, that generally the magnitude and 

duration of any given sould pulse are primarily dependent on the 

area through which a quantity of propellent gas or air is discharged 

to the atmosphere and on how this discharge varies with time.* 

In most silenced weapons the gas discharge area of interest is 

the silencer muzzle opening. However, to predict the gas discharge 

from the muzzle prior to projectile exit, consideration must also 

be given to blow-by clearances, volume, and internal configuration 

of the silencer. The gas discharge rate of a pressurized chamber or 

tube is determined by both the discharge area and the stagnation 

pressure of the gas. 2 The stagnation pressure varies inversely with 

the volume containing the gas. Thus, the silencer volume becomes 

a primary factor in determining the gas discharge rate immediately 

following projectile exit. Any significant change in the silencer vol¬ 

ume results in a corresponding change of the projectile exit sound 

pulse magnitude. In the case of system blow-by, the sound 

pulse is more dependent on the blow-by clearances, although often 

other factors also become significant. With the precursor wave, 

much lower pressures are encountered, and the more dominant role 

is played by silencer length.** 

The propellent gas pressure can also be reduced by heat ab¬ 

sorption. One method of effecting substantial heat absorption in the 

silencer is to increase the contact surface between the hot propellent 

gas and the heat absorbent silencer material. The heat conduction 

is maximized by using materials with high heat conductivity (e.g. , 

copper is good) and by exposing the gas to the heat absorbent mate¬ 

rial early in the expansion process when the temperature differential 

is greatest. A good example of the heat absorbing technique is 

found in silencers utilizing steel wools and wire screening. In most 

cases, however, the heat absorption is limited by the shoTt ballistic 

cycle times encountered in small arms weapons. 

Another method of effecting large heat losses in the silencer is 

to introduce a foreign substance, preferably a highly volatile solid 

or liquid, into the propellent gas just prior to projectile exit from the 

*Appendix C 

**Appendix D 

4 
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silencer. The substance evaporates by absorbing heat from the 

propellent gas thus reducing the internal pressure. The 

presumably successful application of this technique is to soak the 

silencer wire screening in oil. Water is also usable, but may pres¬ 

ent corrosion problems. The general principle, although not thoroughly 

investigated in the past, seems to have good possibilities. 

From the foregoing it becomes evident that the sound signatures 

of most conventional silenced weapons are primarily determined by 

the silencer length, volume, blow-by clearance, and heat absorbing 

capability. Since in most silencer s the heat losses are small, the 

usual silencer components (such as baffles, "devious passages, 

etc.) have their main significance only in altering or reducing blow- y. 

Several exceptional silencing techniques^ deserving mention 

may now be added to the above described principles. H. P. Maxim, 

in the early 1900's, patented and manufactured a relatively successful 

silencer with specially formed baffles. These baffles channeled the 

expanding propellent gases into a peripheral motion within the silencer. 

The generated vortex reduced the pressure at the center, thus reducing 

the propellent gas discharge rate from the silencer. Although to dale 

the principle lacks conclusive theoretical and experimental verification, 

superficially it seems sound. Except for the vortical gas motion, the 

Maxim silencer performed according to the principles previously 

described. 

During World War II, Germany developed several experimental 

silencers. One interesting veision incorporated conical baffles, equally 

spaced along the silencer and inclined rearward. Although this tech¬ 

nique would not be expected to reduce the initial propellent gas dis¬ 

charge rate after projectile exit, it does have a natural tendency to 

reduce the precursor and the blow-by. This reduction can be attributed 

to the efficient inward reflection of all outgoing pressure waves within 

the silencer. 

Some of the above German World War II silencers incorporated 

a flexible (sponge, rubber, etc.) disk at the silencer exit (patented 

1936 in Germany). The disk closes off the internal silencer cavity un¬ 

less forced open by the exiting projectile. In this way the propellent gas 

is retained within the system until it slowly seeps out. 1 he rigidity of 

the disk ideally would be such that the precursor, blow-by, and ex¬ 

panding blast pressures would not deform it and yet the projectile could 

'‘Appendix E 

force its way through. A variation of the technique is to distribute 

a series of these flexible disks throughout the length of the silencer. 

This design was utilized in some versions of British World War II 

Sten guns and Welrod pistols. 

Most silencers discharge the propellent gas solely through the 

silencer opening. A variation of this, not often encountered, is 

discharging pressurized gas through the periphery of the gun barrel 

or silencer. Although the technique as described in some silencer 

patents was probably unsuccessful, with proper gas discharge dis¬ 

tribution and timing this silencer type could prove very effective 

acoustically. 

A few of the early silenced weapon patents described mechanical 

means for restricting the rapid propellent gas discharge after pro¬ 

jectile exit from the weapon. One of these prescribed the use of a 

metal gate to close the gun barrel immediately after projectile pas¬ 

sage. The gate in this case was to be driven directly by the propellent 

gas following the projectile. Other patents described the same 

principle, but added a side-branch, gas-driven piston to activate the 

gate. Another patent described a weapon in which the projectile was 

driven by a piston of slightly larger diameter. The piston was to be 

stopped at the chocked barrel muzzle while the projectile would pro¬ 

ceed to exit. In this way the piston would trap the propellent gas inside 

the gun barrel. The patent did not prescribe an expedient method for 

extracting the piston from the barrel. Still another patent described 

an expansion chamber at fhe barrel muzzle which would allow expansion 

and eventual trapping of an expandable piston driving the projectile. 

The propellent gas was to be trapped behind the piston and gradually 

released through small openings in the chamber. Although all of the 

above techniques seem sound, more often than not they are plagued 

by insurmountable design problems. Even if the above systems could 

be made operable, as described they would not be expected to effect 

any exceptional attenuation in noise. 

DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATIONS OF 

SILENCERS TESTED 

An array of readily available silencers and silenced weapons was 

tested at F rankford Arsenal. Since the information was collected over an 

6 
7 



extended period of time, some of the sound histories were recorded 

at distances other than five meters. All measurements were made 

with either a Bruel and Kjaer {B&K) ,1/4 inch (Model 4135} or an Altec. 

i/2 inch (ModelBR150) condenser microphone. The microphone out¬ 

put was fed into an oscilloscope (Techtronix) and photographed for 

record. In a few cases the weapon sound history was first recorded 

by a tape recorder (Ampex 351) and then transferred to the oscilloscope 

and the camera film. In each case sufficient cross-correlation existed 

between various transducers and recording techniques to Tender the 

presented data, for all practical purposes, valid and reproducible. 

Throughout the tests the microphone, preamplifier, recording 

equipment, and recording technique were found to have a paramount 

effect on the validity of recorded sound data. Some microphone 

systems were found to have insufficient response while others dis¬ 

torted the signal with resonance. Both Altec and BfcK microphone 

systems showed a pronounced tendency to distort the signal when 

measuring low intensity shock waves. They were almost completely 

free from resonance at higher sound levels. Although the specified 

frequency responses of Altec andB&K microphones are, respectively, 

11,000 and 75,000 cps, both gave relatively comparable results for 

the* purpose at hand. The tape recorders are generally not recom¬ 

mended for recording shock type sounds, primarily because of their 

slow response (usually not higher than 20,000 cps) and vulnerability 

to overloading. With care, however, useful data can be recorded. 

Another problem encountered during the tests was the sound 

reflection from the ground. Incases where both the direct and re¬ 

lieved sound signals were recorded, no perceptible loss seemed 

to occur through reflection from loose sand and sparse grass. The 

reflected signal was simply slightly smaller in amplitude for having 

traveled a longer distance from the source. Consequently, it was 

found necessary to place the microphones and weapon sufficiently far 

from the ground to insure receipt of only the primary signal. The 

further from the gun the measurements were taken, the higher the 

microphones had to be placed off the ground. 

Most silencers and silenced weapons tested were intended for 

standard subsonic ammunition, available commercially. Some 

systems, however, required special reduced charge cartridges. For 

tests, these rounds were prepared with appropriate type and quantity 

of propellant to yield projectile velocities substantially below' the 

speed of sound. Since in some cases the projectile velocities intended 

by the system designers were not known, it is possible that the pre¬ 

pared and tested ammunition may have deviated slightly from that 

intended. It is doubtful, however, that this factor could significantly 

alter the sound results presented herein. Some systems, such as V 

the Sten gun, were designed for standard supersonic ammuntion. In 

these cases the barrel usually had propellent gas bleed holes to re¬ 

duce the internal pressure, thus reducing the projectile muzzle 
velocity. 

It is appropriate at this point to describe the methods whereby 

the weapon's major noise constituents, listed with each of the follow¬ 

ing sound scope traces, were identified. In most cases the first 

step consisted of examination of a sufficient number of the weapon’s 

scope traces to establish the recurrent character of the overall weap¬ 

on noise. Next, scope traces were taken with the whole weapon, ex¬ 

cept the muzzle, wrapped with attenuating material (a suede leather 

jacket was found to be a remarkably good attenuator). Noting 

the noise components on the trace thus attenuated or completely e- 

liminated, positive identification was made of the weapon's breech 

noise and the first noise emitted from the weapon muzzle. Following 

this, scope traces were made with the weapon muzzle taped over with 

heavy elastic tape. This determined the relative time of projectile 
exit from the weapon. 

The mechanical noises due to the weapon hammer and li ring 

pin fall alone were determined by dry firing the weapon. In weapons 

with detachable silencers, the precursor shock exit time was es¬ 

tablished from scope traces of the weapon fired without the silencer. 

Neat, an impulse-time diagram was constructed from the scope 

trace of the overall unmodified weapon noise. This established an 

approximate relationship between the propellent gas discharge history 
ox the weapon and and the scope trace. 

The times of the various noise-producing processes occurring 

in the weapon during the ballistic cycle were calculated from the 

known or estimated projectile travel-time history. Analysis of all 

calculated and experimentally established data led to identification 

he major weapon noise sources listed with the following sound 
scope traces. & 

In practice, all sound measurements and loudness judgements 

, 6 the presence of some type of background noise. Although 

e apparent loudness of a signal can often be altered substantially 

8 9 



by the background noise, presently there is no satisfactory means for 

predicting this masking effect. However, it is known that when the 

sound pressure level (SPL.} of a continuous signal exceeds the SPL 

of background noise by more than 10 db, the effects of background 

noise, for all practical purposes, can be neglected. If the same 

criterion is assumed for transient noises, then masking of the weap¬ 

on noise by the backgorund noise should become significant only when 

the background sound pressure exceeds about a third of the weapon 

sound pressure. All Frankiord Arsenal sound traces were made with 

the background noise well below this limit. 

Caliber . 22 Hi-standard Pistol/French Silencer 

The "French" silencer is a recently manufactured item, designed 

for a caliber , 22 or a slightly larger caliber weapon. In all respects 

other than that its baffles are not perforated, this silencer of French 

origin is identical to a Parker-Hale "Sound Moderator" presently 

being manufactured commercially in Britain. History and exact 

origin of the "French" silencer are unknown. 

The all-metal silencer tested (Figures 1 and 2) was adapted to 

a caliber . 22 Hi-standard semi-automatic pistol by threading the 

barrel. In.3ide, the silencer contained a series of metal baffles, 

spaced 0.43 inch apart. The first baffle was located 2. 37 inches 

from the gun barrel muzzle, presumably to reduce stresses on the 

baffles and to provide an initial expansion chamber. The projectile 

passage diameter throughout the silencer was 0.28 inch. Outside, 

the silencer diameter and length were, respectively, 0.94 and 7. 31 

inches. Table 1 list s some of the more important phy sical and func¬ 

tional parameters of the Hi-standard pistol and the "French" si¬ 

lencer. 

Figures 3 and 4 show scope traces of the sound pressure-time 

history of the pistol without the silencer firing a Bong Rifle cartridge. 

The traces were recorded five meters from and direcly to the side of the 
pistol muzzle. The three primary acoustical effects - primer initiation, 

precursor shock exit, and propellent gas blast - are distinctly visible on 

the traces. The highest sound impulse and peak sound pressure level 

(136 db) were due to the propellent gas discharge occurring after the 

projectile exited the barrel. The peak sound pressure level due to 

exiting of the precursor shock was 113 db. The primer initiation 

sound pulse was approximately 98 db. 
In 
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TABLE I. Caliber . 22 Hi-standard Pistol/FTench Silencer 

Projectile 

Weight (Long Rifle) 40 gr 

Diameter 0. 225 in 

Velocity (at silencer exit) 1050 fps 

Energy (at silencer exit) 98 ft-lb 

Travel at peak ballistic pressure (estimated) 0, 4 inch 

Travel in barrel 7,0 inch 

Travel time in barrel 0,65 ms (approx) 

Travel time in silencer 0.55 ms 

Propellant 

Weight (double base, flake, web ~ 0.003 in.) 

Chamber volume 

1. 7 gr (+0. 2 gr 

primer) 

0. 016 in. 3 

Ballistic pressure 

Peak 

At barrel muzzle (estimated) 
24,000 psi 

1,000 psi 

Silencer 

Passage diameter (for projectile) 

Weight 

Free volume 

0. 28 in. 

0. 25 lb 

2. 38 in. 3 

Pistol weight (without silencer) 

Time between precursor and projectile exits from 

silencer (estimated) 

13 



y * 540 ;ibars/cm 

x ■ 0.5 ms/cm 

1 cm * 1 major division 

Microphone: B6JC 4135 

© Primer Initiation rs 98 db 

Precursor Exit from Barrel L2 = 113 db 

Projectile Exit from Barrel L3 - 136 db 

Ground Reflection 

Figure 3. Sound Pressure-Time History, five meters to side, Caliber .22 Hi-standard Pistol 
(Unsilenced), Using Long Rifle Cartridge 

y = 108 /ibars/cm 

x » 0.5 ms/cm 

1 cm - 1 major division 

Microphone; B6K 4135 

(T) Primer Initiation 

(if) Precursor Exit from Barrel 

® Projectile Exit from Barrel 

(4) Precursor Ground Reflection 

Lj - 98 db 

L2 * 113 db 

L3 rj 136 db 

Figure 4, Sound Pressure-Time History, five meters to Bide, Caliber .22 Hi-standard Pistol 
(UnBllenced), Using Long Rifle Cartridge 



The sound signature of a Hi-standard pistol with the French 

silencer and using a Long Rifle cartridge is shown in Figure 5. In this 

case the sound pressures were substantially lower than with the unsilenced 

pi stol. The fir st di stinct sound perceived during the firing cycle wa s a pulse 

(pt 1, Figure 5) generated about the time the firing pin hit the primer- 

Since at this time four successive functions - hammer fall, firing 

pin striking primer, primer explosion, and gas leakage around the 

cartridge case - occurred, the exact source of the first sound pulse 

is not definite. However, experiments with other systems indicate 

that, generally, by far the loudest pulses are generated by the gas 

leakage around the cartridge case and by the hammer fall. The 

firing pin striking the primer is generally somewhat louder in weap¬ 

ons without a hammer. 

The next sound after primer initiation was the precursor wave 

exiting from the silencer muzzle. This sound pulse (pt 2), because 

of its low amplitude, is barely distinguishable in the trace. Shortly 

after the precursor, the blow-by pressure wave (generated by the 

leakage of propellent gases past the projectile) exited. Exit of this 

pressure wave gave rise to a pulse of 117 dp peak SPL. The pro¬ 

jectile exited the silencer 0. 3 millisecond after the blow-by wave. 

Its exit was followed by the main efflux of gases, which resulted in 

the positive pulse of 119 dp peak SPL. Following the projectile 

exit and initial gas efflux, the steady discharge of propellent gases 

gave rise to turbulence which, combined with reverberations within 

the silencer, generated a prolonged noise (pt 5) of approximately 

105 db peak SPL. 

Sound signature of the caliber .22 Hi-standard pistol without 

silencer, firing a Short cartridge, is shown for reference in Figure 

6. 

Caliber . 22 Silenced Hi-standard Pistol 

During World War II, the U. S. Infantry Board established 

interest in silenced weapons. ^ ' A variety of weapons, including the 

silenced caliber .22 Hi-standard pistol (Figures 7, 8, and 9, and 

Table II), were given consideration. It was concluded that all si¬ 

lenced weapons were bulky and still detectable at close ranges. Be¬ 

cause of low lethality, it is doubtful if the Hi-standard pistol described 

herein found very wide application. 
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y ■ 108 fibars/cm 

x - 0.5 ms/cm 

1 cm - 1 major division 

Microphone; B&K. 4135 

Primer Initiation 

(2) Precursor Exit from Barrel 

(D Projectile Exit from Barrel 

(4) Precursor Ground Reflection 

LX - 101 db 

L2 - 113 db 

L3 « 135 db 

Figure 6. Sound Pressure-Time History, five meters to side, Caliber .22 Hi-standard Pistol 
(Unsilenced), Using Short Cartridge (29-gr projectile; velocity, 1050 fps; peak 
pressure, 16000 psi) 

Figure 7. Cross section, Caliber .22 Silenced Hi-standard Pistol 
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Figure 8, Caliber . 22 Silenced Hi-standard Pistol 

Figure 9. Caliber .ZZ Silenced Hi.standard Pistol, Disassembled 



TABLE II. Caliber . 22 Silenced Hi-standard Pistol 

Projectile 

Weight (Long Rifle) 

Diameter 

Velocity (at silencer exit) 

Energy (at silencer exit) 

Travel at peak ballistic pressure (estimated) 

Travel in barrel 

Travel time in barrel 

Travel time in silencer 

40 gr 

0. 225 in. 

930 fps 

75 ft-lb 

0. 4 in. 

6. 2 in. 

0. 65 ms (approx) 

0. 22 ms 

Propellant 

Weight (double base, flake, web ^ 0. 003 in,) 1. 7 gr (+ 0, 2 gr 

primer) 

Chamber volume 0. 016 in. ^ 

Ballistic pressure 

Peak 

At barrel muzzle (estimated) 

24, 000 psi 

90 psi 

Silencer 

Passage diameter (for projectile) 0. 234 in. 

Weight (excluding gun barrel and pistol) 0, 63 lb 

Free volume 

Around gun barrel (including barrel holes) 1.84 in. 3 

In front of gun barrel 0. 76 in. ^ 

Wire mesh volume 

Rolled (around gun barrel) 0. 79 in. ^ 

Discs (front of barrel) 0, 35 in. 3 

Gun barrel and pistol weight 2. 37 lb 

Silencing of the Hi-standard pistol has been accomplished 

essentially by drilling the barrel and enclosing it in a silencing tube. 

The barrel has four longitudinal rows of "bleed" holes, 0. 125 inch 

in diameter and spaced 0. 250 inch apart. The primary function of 

the holes is reduction of the ballistic pressure which, in turn, also 

reduces the velocity of a supersonic Long Rifle cartridge below the 

speed of sound. 

The silencing tube surrounds and extends beyond the pistol 

barrel. At the rear it is attached to the threaded receiver extension 

while at the front it terminates with a threaded cap. Inside, the 

tube contains a roll of brass wire mesh surrounding the barrel and 

a stack of wire mesh discs extending beyond the barrel muzzle. The 

wire screening is presumably intended for cooling of the propellent 

gases. Projectile passage through the front portion of the silencing 

tube is 0. 234 inch in diameter. The silencing tube diameter and 

length (beyond gun barrel) are, respectively, 1.0 and 2.5 in. 

Figure 10 shows the sound pressure-time history of the silenced 

Hi-standard pistol. The sound trace, like that of the French silencer, 

was taken five meters to the side of the pistol muzzle. As can be seen 

from the scope trace, the pistol'smain sound sources were: primer 

initiation (pt 1, Figure 10), bleed hole blow-by (pt 2), and projectile exi 

(pt 3). The primer initiation pulse, which was predominatly due to 

propellent gas leakage around the cartridge case, had a peak SPL 

of 98 db. The next sound pulse (pt 2) was generated when the blow-by 

occurring through the bleed holes exited from the muzzle. Although 

this sound pulse had a relatively large impulse, its peak SPL was 

only 101 db. Shortly after, the blow-by wave, originated at the gun 

barrel muzzle, exited. This event occurred almost simultaneously 

with the projectile exit. The combined effect of blow-by and gas 

discharge following the projectile exit resulted in a positive pulse 

(pt 3) of 113 db peak SPL. Following this, several sound pulses occurred 

(pt 4} due to propellent gas discharge turbulence and reverberations 

within the silencer. 

The magnitude of these sound pulses varied from round to round. 

In the majority of cases it was somewhat lower than that of Figure 10. 

The general negative trend of sound pressure after sound pulse (pt 3) 

was more consistent, representing the eventual decrease of propellent 

gas discharge from the weapon. In general, the relatively uncluttered 

sound scope trace of the silenced caliber . 22 pistol correlated well 

with its quiet performance. 

Caliber , 22 Silenced AAI Experimental Test Fixture 

The AAI caliber .22 silenced test fixture (Figures 11, 12, 13, 

■and Table III) was designed by Aircraft Armaments, Incorporated, 

in 1965. The study was conducted as part of a Frankford Arsenal 

contract issued to investigate unconventional use of small arms. 
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(l) Primer Initiation 

Bleed hole Blow-by Exit from Silencer 

(T) Projectile Exit from Silencer 

(4) Propellent Gas Discharge Turbulence and 
Reverberations within Silencer 

Lj = 98 db 

Lz - 101 db 

b3 - 113 db 

L4 = 99 db 

Figure 10. Sound Pressure-Time History, five meters to side, Caliber .22 Silenced Hi-standard 
Pistol, Using Long Rifle Cartridge 

'O'SDlA | 30 i^EJM 

Figure 11. Cross section, Caliber .22 Silenced AAI Experimental Test Fixture 
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TABLE III, Caliber . 22 Silenced AAI Experimental Test Fixture 

Projectile 

Wei«ht 40 gr 
Diameter 0.225 in. 
Velocity (at silencer Ait) 990 fps 

Energy (at silencer exit) gg fl_lb 

Travel at peak ballistic pressure (estimated) 0. 4 in. 
Travel in barrel ^ g in' 

Travel time in barrel (estimated) 0. 72 ms 

Propellant 

Weight (double base, flake, web ~ 0. 003 in.) 1.7 gr (+ 0. 2 gr 

rv , , primer) 
Chamber volume 0. 01 6 in. 

Ballistic pressure 

24.000 psi 
At barrel muzzle (estimated) 130 psi 

Silencer 

Outside diameter i n . 
i. u in. 

t6ngth 6. 5 in. 
Weight (excluding action and gun barrel) 0. 5 lb 

Free volume (including gun barrel holes) 4" $9 in_ 3 

Total fixture and silencer weight 1 5 lb 

with jT,h[Af'il,urtise»““1lTa caliber. 22 single shot rifle action 
ha 7-mch barrel. The barrel has a total of 28 holes of various 

diameters drilled along its length. The first four holes are enclosed 

tJb„tWh0ncK “ Negat°r BPrin«' presumably ,0 give adaptability 
to both the Short and the Long Rifle cartridges. Surrounding the bar- 

el is a silencing tube which forms an expansion space for the pro- 

pellent gas escaping through the barrel bleed holes. The expansion 

space is divided by six baffles which isolate each set of bleed holes 

and thus prevent excessive blow-by. Some chambers surrounding the 

bleed holes contain rolled steel wire mesh, presumably intended to 
■ cool the expanding gases. 

The performance of the AAI silenced fixture is simple in prin¬ 

ciple. As the projectile travels down the barrel, the propellent gas 

bleeds off through the barrel holes and expands into the space around 

the gun barrel. The expansion of propellent gas is accompanied by a 

reduction in the ballistic pressure behind the projectile. By the time 

the projectile exits from the barrel, the propellent gas pressure has 

been reduced to that dictated by the total expansion space (and slight 

heat absorption). The lower pressure behind the projectile at exit 

results in a lower initial propellent gas discharge sound pulse. 

The advantage of this design is that with proper sizes, number, 

and placement of bleed holes, both the precursor and the blow-by 

sound pulses can be minimized. The System’s disadvantages are: (1) 

the premature propellent gas bleeding results in a reduction of pro¬ 

jectile velocity; (2) the eventual abrupt uncorking of the barrel is 

accoustically undesirable; and (3) the projectile {especially a lead 

projectile) is susceptible to deformation and erosion by propellent 

gases if bleeding is accomplished too abruptly or while the gas pressure 
is still high. 

The sound pressure-time history of the AAI test fixture is shown 

in Figure 14. The trace was recorded five meters directly to the side 

of the weapon. As with the silenced Hi-standard pistol, the first sound 

pulse (pt 1, Figure 14) recorded corresponded to the time of firing 

pin fall. The peak SPL of this pulse was 93 db. Since the time between 

this event, primer explosion, and gas leakage around the cartridge 

was small, the three events are not readily distinguishable on the 

scope trace. However, the pulse due to leakage around the cartridge 
seems to be in the vicinity of 103 db. 

The second and loudest sound pulse (pt 2) was due to gas leakage 

Irom the joint between the silencer tube and fixture breech. The gas 

eakage, occurring as soon as the projectile passed the first set of bar¬ 

rel bleed holes, resulted in a peak SPL of 116 db. This sound pulse 

could be eliminated by a tighter fit between the tube and breech. 

Vnext pulse (pt 3) was due to exiting of the precursor wave and 

e propellent gases which found their way through the bleed holes ahead 

of the projectile. This sound pulse was relatively Small, with a peak 

29 
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SPL o£ 101 db. Shortly after the precursor and blow-by, the pro¬ 

jectile exited. This resulted in the main efflux of gases from the 

muzzle and the consequent blast pulse (pt 4) of 114 db peak SPL 

Following this initial blast pulse were the various sound pulses emitted 

from the muzzle due to the reverberations within the barrel and the 

silencer. The last sound pulse (pt 5) was a ground reflection of the 

pulse due to gas leakage at the silencer tube base. As can be seen 

reflection of the sound pulse from the ground (sand and sparse grass) 

occurred with almost negligible attenuation. 

Caliber .22 Hi-standard Pistol/ FA Silencer 

The experimental silencer shown in Figures 15 through 17 was 

designed by two Frankford Arsenal employees in 1967. It evolved 

concurrently with the availability of low cost porous metal machining 

stock. The porous metal manufacturing techniques, which only re¬ 

cently were refined, consist of casting the molten metal over a salt 

configuration and dissolving the salt after the metal hardens. Pres¬ 

ently, a number of metals can be cast into almost any porosity, 

density, or shape. The silencer described herein is probably a fair 
representative of its type. 

The caliber . 22 Frankford Arsenal silencer was tested with the 

same Hi-standard pistol used for evaluation of the French silencer. 

It is all-aluminum, and measures 1. 4 inches in diameter and 6. 5 inches 

in length. The silencer is machined from stock which is partially solid 

and partially porous (see Figures 15 through 17 and Table IV). Outside, 

the porous section of the silencer is wrapped with electrical tape, which 

limits the propellent gas discharge to only the 0.23 in. diameter 

projectile exit at the silencer muzzle. Inside, the silencer consists 

of three chambers of different lengths and diameters. 

The outstanding characteristics of the caliber . 22 Frankford 

Arsenal silencer are small weight, low manufacturing cost, and rel¬ 

atively quiet acoustical performance. The undesirable features of 

the silencer are its bulkiness and high erosion rate. Other physical 

and functional characteristics of the tested silencer axe listed in Table 

The general acoustical performance of the Frankford Arsenal 

silencer can be surmised from the sound scope trace shown in Figure 16 
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TABLE IV. Caliber . 22 Hi-standard Pistol/FA Silencer 

Projectile 

Weight (Long Rifle) 

Diameter 

Velocity (at silencer exit) 

Energy (at silencer exit) 

Travel at peak ballistic pressure (estimated) 

Travel in barrel 

Travel time in barrel 

Travel time in silencer 

Propellant 

Weight (double base, flake, web ~ 0.003 in.) 

Chamber volume 

Ballistic pressure 

Peak 

At barrel muzzle (estimated) 

Silencer 

Passage diameter (for projectile) 

Weight 

Total free volume 

Total pore volume 

Mean pore diameter (approx) 

Porous aluminum density 

Pistol weight (without silencer) 

Time between precursor and projectile exits 

from silencer (estimated) 

40 gr 

0, 225 in. 

1050 fps 

98 ft-lb 

0. 4 in. 

7. 0 in. 

0. 65 ms (approx) 

0.47 ms 

1- 7 gr (+ 0. 2 gr 

primer) 

0.016 in.3 

24, 000 psi 

1,000 psi 

0.23 in. 

0. 47 lb 

5.6 in.3 

4.9 in. 3 

0.04 in. 3 

0. 043 lb/in. 3 

2. 75 lb 

0. 90 ms 
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(see Figures 3, 4, and 6 for sound scope traces oi the pistol without 

silencer). The main sound sources of the silenced pistol were primer 

initiation (pt 1, Figure 18),blow-by (pt 3),and gas discharge following 

projectile exit {pt 4). The noise due to precursor (pt 2) was relatively 

insignificant. The primer initiation sound pulse (as previously de¬ 

scribed) occurred due to gas leakage around the cartridge case. The 

peak SPL of this pulse was 103 db. The next and largest sound pulse 

was that due to the exit of propellent gases which by-passed the pro¬ 

jectile. This pulse had a peak SPL, of 108 db. The projectile exited 

approximately 0. 4 ms after the blow-by. The gas efflux following 

the projectile exit gave rise to a sound pulse of 100 db peak SPL. 

In general, the sound signature of the caliber . 22 pistol with 

Frankford Arsenal silencer could be described as a relatively mild, 

muffled hand clap. The system sounded somewhat quieter than the 

silenced Hi-standard pistol. 

Caliber . 30 Ml 90 3 Rifle/Maxim Silencer 

The all metal caliber . 30 Maxim silencer herein described was 

designed by H. P. Maxim. The first versions of this U. S. silencer 

were patented and manufactured commercially in 1909. At the time, 

the use of the Maxim silencer was considered by the Army, and 

issue of two silencers per platoon was recommended for training 

recruits. However, due to the ballistic crack of the supersonic 

round, the Maxim silencer, as well as several other designs, never 

found wide application. It is doubtful if, at that time, the use of a 

modified (subsonic) cartridge wab given much consideration except 

for special missions. 

The Maxim silencer version recently tested at Frankford Arsenal 

(see Figures 19 through 22 and Table V) is the "Model 15" supposedly 

issued to National Guard units during World War I. It is approximately 

9 inches long and 1 inch in diameter. The silencer is 0. 16 inch eccen- 

trie with respect to the rifle bore. It attaches to the military Spring- 

field rifle by an end nut and two tapering half-sleeves. The front rifle 

sight must be removed and replaced during the mounting operation. 

Inside, the Maxim silencer is composed of an initial expansion chamber 

followed by 19 equally spaced baffles. The baffle s are indented rear¬ 

ward and off-center from the silencer and the rifle bore axes. 
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Figure 21. Maxim Silenci 
er for Caliber . 30 M1903 Rifle 

f"i|l*||i "I'l1 M’I'I'SIMI .min i 

Figure 22. Maxim Silencer for Caliber . 30 M1903 Rifle, Disassembled 



TABLE V, Caliber .30 M1903 Rifle/Maxim Silencer 

Projectile 

Weight (Match) 

Diameter 

Velocity (at silencer exit) 

Energy (at silencer exit) 

Travel at peak ballistic pressure (estimated 

Travel in barrel 

Travel time in barrel 

Travel time in silencer 

Propellant 

Weight (M9 double base, flake, web ~ 0.003 in.) 

Chamber volume 

Ballistic pressure 

Peak 

At barrel muzzle (estimated) 

Silencer 

Passage diameter (for projectile) 
Weight 

Free volume 

Outside diameter 

Length (beyond gun barrel) 

Rifle weight (without silencer) 

Time between precursor and projectile exits 

from silencer (estimated) 

175 gr 

0. 309 in. 

1050 fps 

431 ft-lb 

0. 4 in. 

22. 0 in. 

2. 3 ms (approx) 

0, 56 ms 

7. 6 gr (+ 0.5 gr 

primer) 

0, 30 in. 3 

20,000 psi 

1, 000 psi 

0. 375 in. 

0. 63 lb 

4. 0 in. 3 

1.0 in. 

7. 0 in. 

9 lb 

1.44 ms 

The Maxim silencer baffle configuration induces the gases, 

propagating down the silencer, into a vortical spin. No data seem to 

be available on the acutal effectiveness of the principle. However, it 

is conceivable that pressures at the silencer projectile passage could 

thus be substantially reduced. The Maxim silencer’s acoustical per¬ 

formance (Figure 25) ismuch better than would be expected from its 

Cjearancegj volume, and length alone. Thus, some effectiveness 

must be attributed to the silencer's eccentricity and the askew baffles. 

However, the value of the vortical spin principle still remains ques¬ 

tionable. 

Figure 23 shows the sound pressure history of the caliber . 30 M1903 

rifle without the silencer, using a subsonic cartridge. As can be seen 

from the scope trace, the main sound sources are precursor shock 

(pt 2, Figure 23) and propellent gas discharge following the projectile 

exit (pt 3). The corresponding SPL of these pulses are, respectively, 

119 and 137 db five meters to the side of the weapon. 

The sound pres sure-time history of the Ml 90 3 rifle with the 

Maxim silencer and subsonic cartridge is shown in Figures 24 and 25. 

The system's main noise sources are primer initiation, precursor shock, 

blow-by, and propellent gas discharge after projectile exit. The primer 

initiation noise,from firing pin fall to the first muzzle sound,i3 shown in 

Figure 24. The absence of the usually high initial positive sound pulse 

suggests that gas leakage around the cartridge case is very low and 

that most of the system’s initial noise is mechanical. Sound pulses 

due to the blow-by and the propellent gas discharge after projectile 

exit are shown more distinctly in Figure 25. Here the blow-by and 

gas discharge pulses are, respectively, 102 and 112 db peak SPL. 

Following these pulses, there is a prolonged, seemingly random, 

noise of approximately 102 db peak SPL due to gas discharge turbu¬ 

lence and reverberations inside the silencer. 

The general sound history and apparent loudness of the tested 

Maxim silencer are comparable to the better silenced systems. This 

is especially significant in view of the relatively high projectile energy 

(431 ft-lb) and velocity (1050 fps). Combining this with the silencer's 

adaptability to standard weapons, its relatively small size, and its 

construction (requiring no maintenance or replacement of parts), the 

WW I Maxim silencer is one of the better items tested at Frankford 

Arsenal. 
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x <“ 0.5 ms/cm 

1 cm * 1 major divlflion 

Microphone: B&K 4135 

(T) Primer Initiation 

(T) Precursor Exit from Barrel 

® Projectile Exit from Barrel 

LX w 93 db 

L2 ■ 119 db 

L3 • 137 db 

Figure 23. Sound Pressure-Time History, five meters to side. Caliber .30 M1903 Rifle 
(Unsilenced), Using Subsonic Cartridge 

® Primer Initiation 

® Precursor Exit from Silencer 

<4) Blov-by Exit from Silencer 

© Projectile Exit from Silencer 

" 93 db 

L2 ■ 93 db 

L3 = 100 db 

L4 = 113 db 

Figure 24. Sound Pressure-Time History, five meters to side, Caliber .30 M1903 Rifle/Mexim 
Silencer, Using Subsonic Cartridge iu.tJ.ez Maxim 
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Caliber . 30 Silenced Ml Carbini 

The silenced Ml carbine (Figures 26 and 2? and Table VI) was 

developed in Enfield, England, about 1945. It is believed to have been 

designed for the Office of Strategic Services. The carbine is manually 

operated and takes standard supersonic ammunition. Because of its 

bulkiness, manual feeding, and not too impressive acoustical performance 

it is doubtful if the weapon was widely utilized. 

Since standard supersonic ammunition was to be used in the silenced 

carbine, seven holes of 0. 125 inch diameter were drilled in the barrel 

close to the breech. This allowed the gases to be bled off through the 

holes, with a consequent reduction in ballistic pressure and projectile 

muzzle velocity. The original barrel length was also reduced to ten 

inches, presumably to minimize the final length of the carbine. The 

carbine's silencer surrounds and extends seven inches beyond the gun 

barrel. Inside, the silencer has a series of conical baffles, positioned 

throughout its whole length. The overall length and diameter of the 

silenced barrel are 17 and 1.4 in. , respectively. 

Sound pres sure-time history of the tested carbine, five meters 

to the side of the weapon, iB shown in Figure 28. The main constitu¬ 

ents of the noise are: primer initiation (pt 1, Figure 28}, bleed-hole 

blow-by (pt 2), gun barrel muzzle blow-by (pt 3), blast immediatelv 

following projectile exit (pt 4), and continuous noise emitted from 

silencer after projectile exit (pt 5), 

The primer initiation noise (barely visible on the trace) was 

■approximately 94 db peak SPL and was primarily due to the hammer 

fail. The gas blow-by around the cartridge case seems relatively 
insignificant. 

Following primer initiation, the first significant sound pulse 

(pt 2) was caused by the exit of the pressure wave generated by the 

gases finding their way out through the barrel bleed holes. This was 

a positive sound pulse of 112 db peak SPL. The secondary blow-by, 

which occurred at the gun barrel muzzle, exited the Bilencer approxi¬ 

mately 0.6 ms after the bleed hole blow-by. This generated a postive 

sound pulse of 122 db peak SPL. 

The projectile followed the secondary blow-by by about 0. 4 ms. 

e immediate accoustical effects associated with the projectile 

1 P* 4) are barely distinguishable from the scope trace. This is 

Ue to the masking effect of reverberations within the silencer and 
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table VI. Caliber . 30 Silenced M] Carbine 

Projectile 

Weight 

diameter 

Velocity (at silencer exit) 

Energy (at silenc er exit) 

£*;:! Tn barrel"11"'" Pre6SUr' 

Travel time in barrel 

Travel time in silencer 

108 gr 

0. 306 in. 
1058 fps 

270 ft-lb 

0. 5 in. 

9. 2 in. 

1. 30 ms (approx) 
0. 56 ms 

Propellant 

13 gr (+ 0. 3 gr 

Chamber volume primer) 
0. 062 in. 3 

Peak ballistic pressure 
31,800 psi 

Silencer 

Passage diameter (for projectile) 
Free volume 0. 375 in. 

10. 3 in. 3 

Carbine weight (without magazine) 
Silenced 

Standard unsilenced lb 
5 lb 

Time between precursor and projectile exit, 
from silencer (estimated) 

0. 41 ms 
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discharge turbulence occurring at this time. An approximate value 

of 119 db peak SPL was assigned to the projectile exit pulse. Follow¬ 

ing the projectile exit from the silencer, there was a continuous noise 

of about 118 db peak SPL,. This high frequency noise, which again can 

be attributed primarily to internal reverberations, persisted for 

several milliseconds. It is superimposed on a gradual trend into the 

negative sound pressure region. This, of course, signifies the 

eventual decrease of gas discharge from the weapon. 

To a subjective listener, the firing of the silenced carbine sounded 

like a sharp hand clap followed by a distinct hissing sound. 

Caliber . 32 Silenced Sleeve Gun 

Little is known about the origin and history of the silenced sleeve 

gun. It bears close similarity in design and workmanship (Figures 29 

through 32 and Table VII) to the caliber .32 Welrod pistol. The sleeve 

gun is a single shot item, requiring considerable time for reloading. 

To reload and cock the weapon, the three rearmost threaded sections 

have to be disassembled. Independent operations are required for 

rechambering the cartridge and resetting the firing pin spring. The 

weight (1.7 lb) and general configuration of this gun suggest that it 

was also intended for use as a club. 

Firing of the weapon is accomplished by moving a latch toward 

the weapon muzzle. A rod, attached to the latch and running along 

the top of the sleeve gun, releases the plunger holding the firing pin 

at the rear of the gun. At the base, the sleeve gun is provided with 

an eyelet, presumably for a string to support the weapon in a coat 

sleeve. 

The internal configuration of the sleeve gun, except for dimensions, 

is exactly the same as that of the caliber . 32 Welrod silenced pistol.* 

The 3. 25 inch gun barrel contains a series of 20 holes, 0. 063 inch in 

diameter, positioned in five rifling grooves. The holes lead into an 

expansion chamber formed by the tube surrounding the gun barrel. 

The tube also extends beyond the gun barrel muzzle by 2. 85 inches, 

thus forming the forward silencer section. Inside, the silencer section 

contains a series of metal and rubber baffles which provide the si¬ 

lencing effect. 

*See Figure 35. 
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§- 
TABLE VII. Caliber . 32 Silenced Sleeve Gun 

projectile 

Weight 77 gr 

Diameter 0.315 

Velocity {at silencer exit) 700 fps 

Energy {at silencer exit) 82 ft-lb 

Travel at peak ballistic pressure (estimated) 0. 35 in. 

Travel in barrel 3^ 25 

Travel time in barrel {estimated) 0. 54 ms 

Travel time in silencer 0. 34 ms 

Propellant 

Weight (Norma, ACP, double base, web ~ 0. 003 in.) 3 gr {+ 0. 3 gr 

primer) 

Chamber 0. 026 in. 

Peak ballistic pressure 1 4, 000 psi 

Projectile passage diameter 

In steel baffle 

In old rubber baffles 

In new rubber baffles 

0. 38 in. 

0. 25 in. (approx) 

X-slit 

XI 

U 

r\l 
**1 

0 
u 
d 
Bfi 

ki 

Free volume 

Around gun barrel 

In front silencer portion 

Total weapon weight 

1.18 in. ^ 

1,2 in. ^ 

1. 7 lb 

56 
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biffles °f u,e si— *» >-«*» 
proximately 0 25 A• that paasafe through them was ap- 

probably completely closed^^il'Ince^c^ty6 baffleS 

zzsz xrde ^a -— 
oftlXXXXl?ntlfiES the ™ — constituents 

sound pulse on the tX «'« «»U 

primer initiation. This pulse* as well J rreSponded to the fcime of 

following it, was approximately 87 db peakSPL Bma“ f."1«s immediately 

and was primarily due to firing pin alT Gafti"”’’ data)> 

cartridge case seemed negligibl!” gB arOUnd the 

was 114db peakSPl Y . ur u. 40 ms. This pulse 
later Th* m t * h Pr°jectile exited approximately 0.3 ms 

jectile result ri propellent Sas immediately following the pro¬ 
jectile resulted in a positive pulse (pt 4) of 126 db peak SPL The 

srs :rxise °-2 ms aft~ pt 4 ™ 
is ahotX’rXe 34* a“'cu ‘healeeve «ith new rubber baffles 

r ~ -xtuZirerr ^:rxne 
the projectile noise was reduced to 120 dp peak SPL In “ eral th ' 

withn T °W SOmdedUkBa somewhat loud ^ r'irZ 
’ “ a<mnd«i likewise snappy, but substantially quieter. 

Caliber . 32 Silenced Welrod Pistol 

1 The Caliber • 32 pi8to1 (^ures 35 and 36 and Table VIII) bears 
close resemblance to the 9 mm Welrod pistol* developed in Britian 

*See Figures 38 and 39. 
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TABLE VIII. Caliber . 32 Silenced Welrod Pistol 

2 
H 

£ 

-n 
o 

o> 
£ 
-a 
<v 
L> 
G 
■V 

CQ 

o"i 

Ij 
c 

JS 

o 

'O 
cn 

v 

a 
bO 

projectile 

W eight 

Diameter 

Velocity (at silencer exit) 

Energy (at silencer exit) 

Travel in barrel 

Travel time in barrel (estimated) 

Travel time in silencer 

Propellant 

Weight (Norma, ACP, double bac 

Chamber volume 

Peak ballistic pressure 

Projectile passage diameter 

la steel baffle 

In old rubber baffle (when tested) 

Free volume 

Around gun barrel 

In front silencer portion 

Total pistol weight (unloaded) 

77 gr 

0. 315 in. 

770 fps 

102 ft-lb 

3. 9 in. 

0, 54 ms 

0.43 ms 

, web ~ 0. 003 in.) 3 gr (+ 0. 3 gr 

primer) 

0.026 in. 3 

14, 000 psi 

0. 375 in. 

0. 25 in (approx) 

2. 6 in. 3 

2. 5 in. 3 

2.5 lb 
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^Tsg,LTtheWc"iber 'k" Primary b*‘ween the 
trigger guard w \ J ao-Gwhat Smaller and does no, have a 

ically designed to be -sUen, ^It w“b '' ^ ^ BPecif- 

silencer and a relatively nul'e; breach V W“h 3 Suitable 

v:;:::; txr -r ™“™“ 
lead to the surrounding expansion chamber ”T^cLmb°”* 
arated from the front siu-e,., ... , * 1 *11S chamber is sep- 

(0. 062 inch in diameter). The siV^ * * Which has 12 holes 
barrel muzzle, js (our inches i * secllon. extending beyond the 

rubber baffles. The rubber ™ <>*' -etal and 

the metal baffles (Figure 351 TW *"• 1Iltermittently between 

Figures 37 shows and identifies m-. 

erated by firing the caliber . 32 Weired Z"0^"™! PUlSES Ken' 
pulses were due tn nrim . P15*©!. The mam sound 

tW-by (pt '% 1-T^“« ■”>■ bdeed hole 

and positive nature of the first ‘ ^ 8 SPL {~Ui db> 

caused by gas leakage around the cartr'd^ P‘ ’’ ldeMif'r il as that 
(generated by the propellent ,S! h d-SC CaSe’ The bl“»-by wave 
the barrel bleed holes^ exitedS >'_Pa£31ng the projectile through 

- “> - 7 lT- Thil 
occurring at the gun barrel morale exrted fr^'-h , V ”Ve 
rmately 0. 3 ms after the bleed hole bb,t r ^ 

seen that this blow-by ia almost insignificant ?°P° 
largest sound pulse, with ita peak SPL * “1Cant- Thf "*■* and 

SPL due to turbulence and revib.,^^^*^* 

In general the caliber . 32 Weli-nd ^ ^ 
scribed as a sharp snappy crack ^ Slgnature could be de- 
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9 mm Silenced Welrod Pistol 

similar to its caliber . iU counte^rf f Interning rer’/ 
two pistols are quite differed < * r ’ InternallY. However, the 

lx*. The 9 mmTei\od rrii(:::sTrr0rt 35,36>3s'and Tabii- 
rear. The rear portion contains th e W° !,ectlona. £ront and 

0. 052 inch diameter bleed holes at LTr has ^‘eer 
is surrounded by a tube which too b h erld- The gun barrel 

bushing, forms an expand J "*h th<J thread*d **« 

the bleed holes. The front pomrm olthj CS escaPing through 

the weapon's silencer. It attaches ,n rh ! barrel ia essentially 

hushing. The inside of ™ <* * dreaded 
metal, rubber, and felt baffle section contains a Series of 

-eel spacer. The patage throuXthrstc^ 
approximately 0. 43 inch in diameL. “ 'St"1 ^ ^ is 

The pistol examined at Frankfm-rJ A i 

flexible baffles - two rubber and one felt tT three 

through these baffles was approximately 0 IP Projectile passage 

uew, however, the flexible baffles probLl’ 3 ‘“Ch “ d,a">«ter. When 

the silencer cavity; therefore records ^ C°™plctel5r cl°sed off 

baffles containing only an X-s’llt Not kT"' * made “ith new 
tested weapon, most firings were ^ ! condition of the 

fridge (described in TableV.^ madC With " Char«a Car- 

Figure 40 shows the sound pressure h ,. 

Welrod pistol without the forward^! 1„ * history of the 9 mm 

duced charge round. The first nois “cer 3ect!on and firing the re- 

» **• ‘race shown) occurr^ at'‘TV*'* ^ ™ibl* 

primer. This noise (pt ,, Pigure 4o! had c* *' the 

J05 db, and was due to gas leakage aro, j*.,*’631' SPL °f aPProximatcly 
next sound pulse (pt 2) was due ttf the nr he cartridge cave. The 

th* gun The high SPL of this pulse (Ul dwT Sh°Ck f™ 
°f gas leakage past the projectile A * 3Ugg=8tS a P°a«bility 

gas naturally reinforced the precurso/o V^SS^ of the Propellent 

The last pulse (pt 3) was due^o propell B1VUlg ri5e to “« high SPL. 

following the projectile exit. This Li"! T disCharee immediately 

the same as that of the precursor Pulse * **** ^ °f 131 db. 

containing old ba/flllTsTho^tnthe’sTr’d”'''^11’ W“h 'he Silencer 
— - Here the mam noise ^ 
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TABLE IX. 9 mm Silenced Welrod Pistol 

Projectile 

Weight 115 gr 

Diameter 0. 357 in. 

Velocity {at silencer exit) 640 fps 

Energy (at silencer exit) 106 ft-lb 

Travel at peak ballistic pressure {estimated) 0.4 in. 

Travel in barrel 4. 7 in. 

Travel time in gun barrel (estimated) 0. 71 ms 

Travel time in silencer 0. 60 ms 

Propellant 

Weight {M9, double base, flake, web ~ 0.003 in.) 3 gr (t- 0.3 gr 

primer) 

Chamber volume 0. 03-8 in. ^ 

Ballistic pressure 

Peak 22, 400 psi 

At first hole (estimated) 10,600 psi 

At gun barrel muzzle (estimated 200 psi 

Silencer 

Weight (front portion) 0.63 lb 

Free volume around gun barrel 2. 3 in. ^ 

Free volume in front portion 4. 3 in. 3 

Projectile passange diameter 

Silencer spool 

In old rubber baffles 

Through new rubber baffles 

Total pistol weight {with the silencer) 

Time between precursor and projectile exits 

from silencer (estimated) 

0. 43 in. 

0. 35 in. (approx) 

X - slit 

3.5 lb 

0.91 ms 
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y * 450 ^bars/cm 

x * 0.5 ms/cm 

1 cm — 1 major division 

Microphono: B4X 4135 

(T) Primer Initiation 

® Precursor Exit from Cun Barrel Mural. 

© Projectile Exit from Gun Barrel Muaale 

!<! - 105 db 

ll - 131 db 

I3 “ 131 db 

Figure 40. 
Sound Pressure-Time History, five meters to s 
Silencer Section), Using Reduced Charge Round 

ide 9 ran Silenced Welrod Pistol (lass 

y ■ 90 i&ars/cm 

x - 0.5 ms/cm 

1 cm - 1 major division 

Microphone: BfiJC 4135 

a; Primer Initiation Ll - 105 db 

© Precursor Exit from Muzzle l2 * 111 db 

© Blow-by Exit from Muzzle 
I<3 - 119 db 

© Projectile Exit from Muzzle 124 db 

Figure 41. Sound Pressure-Time History, five meters to side, 9 ran Silenced Welrod Pistol with 
Old Rubber Baffles, Using Reduced Charge Round 



(pt 1, Figure 41), precursor exit (pt 2). blow-by exit (pt 3), and 

projectile exit (pt 4). The relatively low SPL 105 db) of primer 

initiation suggests that leakage around the cartridge case was much 

STU'!.ri!lan that °f thC calibcr • 32 Welrod. The precursor sound 
pulse had a peak SPL of approximately 111 db. The blow-by wave 

which originated (rom the propellent gases bypassing the pro¬ 

jectile in the spool spacer, constituted the second loudest sound 

source of the system. This blow-by Sound pulse (pt 3) had a peak 

41 PPrOIT 7 119 db' The l3St ^gest sound pul^ 
(pt 4) originated at the time the projectile exited from the silencer 

It had a peak SPL of 124 db, and was due to the abrupt propellent 
gas discharge following the projectile exit. 

a red A 77^ W*lrod ^ rubber baffles firing 
a reduced charge cartridge, is shown in Figure 42. As can be seen 

he primer noise was unaffected, but the precursor and blow-by 

were practically eliminated by the new baffles. Also, the projectile 

frTr AV"aS,redUCed 120 ^ Peak SPI" Fig““ 43 shows L 

NATO cart d T o WelT°d With baffles>firi"e a standard 9 mm 

SPL of rh Se (S1,lenCer mUE2U Vel°City ~ 930 fP=>- Here the peak of the projectile exit was 125 db. F 

to ith R“'ral> the 9 mm Welrod ™th “Id baffles sounded similar 
to, although somewhat louder than, the caliber . 32 Welrod pistol With 
new baflles u sounded appreciably quiter than before. 

9 rmn Silenced Sten Submachine Gun 

The silenced Sten submachine guns (Figure 44) were first 

developed and manufactured in Britain during World War II They 

were successfully used by both the British Commandos and the guer¬ 

rillas operating behind German lines. A few of the silenced stens 

eventually found their way into German hands but, contrary to strong 

recommendatmns by some, the German High Command did not adopt 

oortedT S,T777-* M°Ie «»■"«* Stens were re- portedly used by Allied troops in Korea. 

ver,’ BaSriCally- 'he Silen“d St'“ (designated Mark US) is a modified 
Sion, of a standard unsilenced Sten submachine gun. The mod 

ification consisted essentially of reducing the bolt weight, shortening 

A 

However, see Appendix E. 
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© Primer Initiation 

© Projectile Exit 

© Ground Reflection 

11 - 105 db 

12 - 125 db 

“• a-az^aMKr'o&s sxx.zz’izir ■*- 

Figure 44. 9 mm Silenced Sten Submachine Gun, Showing Type I and Type II 
Silenced Barrels 



lenced ton=nn|i’ncaenthSUbStit“ting f* replaceable barrel unth a si- 

the speed of sound LTlf «r'd,Ked P^cjecHle velocity below 

proper weapon^'radonadT™« pessary to 1Mure 
450 rpm Some modifi rf T“a‘ntaiD the rate °* «« at standard 

Sraate^thr:uT^afmda:eear0tb7sP,Ortry had their breech 5“- 
chanlcal noise (Figure « m ''. **««**• th' -“P«’« n»- 

are known to JvAeen dteio^ boT^ *“ ^ 
tested at Frankford Arsenal. * simiUr, were 

Silenced Sten Barrel. Type T 

sentially of a driU^lenirt iTo/stf'T <Figure 46) conslsti3 es. 

grounding silencing tube which extends rr- 

0 72 i h f ar aB SlX holeB (3- 11 inch in diameter) located 

7, r „?i “rr ■■ 
standard supersonic round below the speed of sound. 

expansion ct'°™ ““ 

r^^:irr ba£js 
CIea;r: 

13 inches long and 1 5i„oT ’ g' OVKraU fenced barrel is 

dard nnsiienccd slen ba~T % comparison, the stan- 

bolt terminal w^; ctnswTrabU s^o'"tT*' °f ^ StM 

breech and the consequent vibration of th’ ^ lr,ipaCt of holt a8ainst 

generated prolonged noise of about 100 db pYYTspL ^C°™P°nent3 
milliseconds (Figure 4*51 Tn P k faPL# lasting a few 

mechanical nofse®. the FraiTord Ars V"***** e«~‘° <* 

with the silenced Sten barrels held and fired” aVIcil!” 

quiet, single shot test fixture (Figures 47 as 48, s ’ fe ' y 
noise of the fixture is relatively low the recorded mechanical 

sentially contain only the system muzzle noise tra"S 
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TABLE x- 9 mm Silenced Sten Submachine Gun, Type I Barrel 

projectile 

Weight 

Diameter 

Velocity (at silencer exit) 

Energy (at silencer exit) 

Travel at peak ballistic pressure (estimated) 

Travel in barrel 

Travel time in barrel (estimated) 

Travel time in silencer 

Propellant 

Weight(WCC-6l02, doublebase, web~0. 003in,) 

Chamber volume 

Ballistic pressure 

Peak 

At barrel muzzle (estimated) 

Silencer Characteristics 

Passage diameter (for projectile) 

Free volume in front silencer portion 

Free volume around gun barrel 

Silenced barrel 

Weight 

Lenght 

Diameter 

Standard Sten gun barrel length 

Total weight of silenced Sten submachine gun 

(without magazine) 

-C 
-r 
o 
M 
3 
oo 

Pn 

Time between precursor and projectile exits 

from silencer (estimated) 

115 gr 

0.356 in. 

1000 fps 

258 ft-lb 

0, 3 in. 

4. 25 in. 

0, 42 ms 

0. 71 ms 

6 gr (+ 0. 3 gr 

primer) 

0.038 in.3 

31,000 psi 

250 psi 

0, 50 in. 

11.0 in. 3 

4.4 in.^ 

2. 25 lb 

13 in, 

1. 5 in. 

6 in. 

7.7 ib 

0. 3 ms 
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Figure 47. Assembly, 9 mm Silenced Sten Submachine Gun Barrel (Tvne II 
Test Fixture ' ’ 

Figure 48. Disassembly, 9 mm Silenced Sten Submachine Gun Barrel (Type 1) 
and Test Fixture 



barrelfired°f the TyPe 1 &en 

lation If the "ace ^,h L T" " ^ *“ FigUr* ^ Ti™ «««. 

system during firing indlcate/thu ™Ctl™al effects occurring in the 

were: primj 2“^ ^ 

«..«™«-* •“••■a ■«•■ 
low amplitude indicate thaf t ^ e<3uency» long duration, and 

The peak SPl!o;fit^“r'T"17 meChani“1 ^ nature, 

imately 93 db. The precursor m* T TOrn the system was approx- 

from the silencer apprf°rmed in the *™ ba”el exited 

The precursor sound pulse altho^ ^ fiFing Pin bottomed 

had a peak SPL of about ^db the hltT" *» ha- 

by-passing and the projectile in the silencer, “ * 

t: ;o:t(pr:tedtue 10 ms ^ 

The efflux of gat s foUotnnr1 7 °‘4 m3 tbe bl“w-by wave. 

was a relatively random nt,a tWlng ^ pr°JCCtUe «'<. there 

ations inside the silencer and The jetttlttt ^ TBVerh^- 

magnitude of the various sound pulses of th science and 

varying from round to round. In general fort96 “* mCon9isteat. 

the maximum and average peak SPT * nr Ji- V °ne glven round 

of 112 db and 104 db, refpe^y ^ ^ a" ia th* vicinity 

general it ^ ^ b^- >» 
and long service life To , . . ^ goCK* acoustical performance 

as an abruptat 'T™ tbe T-™ -ended 

Compared Vo otherZen^J^T °f a mild hiss 

energy outputs, the Sten was one of V““d barrelB with respectable 
Frankford Arsenal. e quieter systems tested at 

Silenced Sten Barrel. Tv 

are almost id^c^'T^t^arr^s 
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however, each contains a slightly different set of internal components 

(Figures 46 and 50 and Tables X and XI). The Type II is distinguishable 

primarily in that its gun barrel is slightly shorter and contains two 

sets of bleed holes; its metal baffles (fewer in number) are somewhat 

conical in shape; and, at the forward end, it holds three felt washers. 

In the barrel tested at Frankford Arsenal, the front conical 

baffles had been modified previously, as shown in Figure 50 pre- 

sumably for experimental purposes. Acoustically there seems to 

be little apparent reason for this modification; if anything, it made 

the system slightly louder. Originally, acoustical performance of 
the two barrel types was probably very similar. 

Figure 51 shows and identifies the sound constituents of 

the silenced Type II Sten barrel,fired with the test action shown in 

Jrigure 48. The trace was recorded five meters directly to the side 

of the weapon. The first distinct noise recognizable on the trace 

' . fUre 511 was a sound generated approximately when the firing 

r‘he FT™"' ThiS BerieS ai Pulae B> wit*1 relatively low peak 
, , 93,db- waa essentially mechanical in nature. The next sound 

pulse <pt 2) was the first noise emitted from the silencer muzzle 

th Pwu ‘ db Peak SPL was generated by the blow-by occurring 
through the gun barrel bleed holes. ' 8 

The next sound pulse (pt 3) corresponded to the time when 

g barrel muzzle blow-by exited the silencer. This sound pulse 

had a peak SPL of 104 db. The next, and highest, sound pulse (pt 4) 

was generated by the exit of propellent gas which bypassed the pro¬ 

jectile through the modified front baffles. Exit of this blow-by wave 

gave rise to a pulse of 113 peak SPL. The projectile exited approx- 
imately 0.01 ms later. 

The initial efflux of gases following the projectile exit 
resulted in a positive pulse (pt 5) of 104 db peak SPL. Following 

this the steadily discharging gas gave rise to turbulence which, 

combined with reverberations within the silencer, generated a pro¬ 

longed noise (pt 6) of approximately 100 db peak SPL. Characteris¬ 

tically, this noise was of random nature, varying from round to 

To a subjective listener, the Type II Sten sounded like 

a clap-initiated, gradually diminishing hiss. In general, it seemed 

somewhat louder than the Type I Sten. 
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TABLE XI. 9 mm Silenced Sten Submachine Gum, Type II Barrel 

Projectile 

Weight 115 gr 

Diameter 0.356 in. 

Velocity (at silencer exit) 1000 fps 

Energy (at silencer exit) 258 ft-lb 

Travel at peak ballistic pressure (estimated) 0. 3 in. 
Travel in barrel o i j, 1 in. 
Travel time in barrel (estimated) 0. 3 ms 

Travel time in silencer 0.91 ms 

Propellant 

Weight (WCG-6102, double base, web ~ 0. 003 in.) 

Chamber volume 

6 gr (4 0. 3 gr 

primer) 

0.038 in. 3 

Ballistic pressure 

Peak 

At barrel muzzle (estimated) 
31, 000 psi 

400 psi 

Silencer Characteristics 

Passage diameter (for projectile) 0. 50 in. 

Passage diameter in old felt baffles (when tested) 0. 3 in. 

Free volume around gun barrel 2 7 in' 3 

Free volume in front silencer portion 13, q in> 3 

Silenced barrel 

Weight 

Length 

Diameter 

2.5 lb 

13. 5 in. 

1. 5 in. 

Standard Sten gun barrel length 

Silenced submachine gun weight (without magazine) 
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9 mm P38 Walther Pistol/AAI Silencer 

The 9 mm AAI experimental silencer {Figures 52 and 53 and 

Table XII) was manufactured by Aircraft Armaments, Inc. about 

the same time as the caliber .22 silenced AAI test fixture (see 

page 21}. This silencer is adaptable to a P3B Walther pistol by re¬ 

moving the front sight and securing the silencer to the barrel muz¬ 

zle with an adaptor sleeve. Although it is rather bulky and acous¬ 

tically not too impressive, its data are deemed useful for comparison 

with other silencers and silencing fixtures. 

The 9 mm AAI silencer is essentially a simple,baffled, expansion 

chamber, 5 inches long and 2. 5 inches in diameter. The steel silencer 

housing holds eight baffles and nine spacers, all aluminum. Seven of 

the equal chambers formed by the baffles contain loosely packed steel 

wool, removal of which does not seem to affect the system acoustically. 

There is a rubber diaphragm with an X-slit at the silencer muzzle, 

presumably to restrict gaB flow. At Frankford Arsenal this diaphragm 

required frequent replacement as it was easily destroyed by the ex¬ 

iting projectile. Later it was found that the diaphragm had little 

acoustical effect even when new, probably because it was too thin. 

The outstanding features of the AAI silencer are itB very large 

volume (19 in. ) and the surprisingly large projectile clearances (a 

0. 5 inch diameter passage for a 0. 35 inch diameter projectile). The 

following sound data are from the firings made with a special subsonic 
cartridge (see Table XII). 

Figure 54 shows the sound pressure-time history ofthe9mmP38 

pistol without the silencer, recorded 10 meters to the side of the 

weapon. The first sound pulse (pt 1, Figure 54) was due to the pre¬ 

cursor exit from the gun muzzle. This pulse had a peak SPL of 127 db. 

The projectile exited the gun muzzle approximately 0. 4 ms after the 

precursor. The accompanying propellent gas discharge gave rise to 

a sound pulse (pt 2) of 139 db peak SPL. The positive pulse (pt 3) is 

a ground reflection of the blast pressure wave. 

The sound signature of the P38 pistol with the AAI silencer is 

shown in Figure 55. The main noise constituents of the system were 

identified as: primer initiation (pt 1, Figure 55), precursor exit 

(pt 2). blow-by exit (pt 3),and projec'ile exit (pt 4). The first significant 

noise during firing -was that due to leakage around the cartridge 

case. The peak SPL of this noise w^ j approximately 99 db. The next 
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TABLE XII. 9 mm P38 Walther Pistol/AAI Silencer 

Projectile 

Weight 115 gr 
Diameter 0. 356 in. 
Velocity ( at silencer exit) 925 fps 
Energy ( at silencer exit) 220 ft-lb 
Travel at peak ballistic pressure (estimated) 0. 4 in. 
Travel in barrel 4. 35 in. 
Travel time in barrel 0.46 ms (approx) 
Travel time in silencer 0. 43 ms 

Propellant 

Weight (M9, double base, flake, web ~ 0. 003 in.) 3 gr (+ 0. 3 gr 

Chamber volume 
primer) 

0.038 in. 3 

Ballistic pressure 

Peak 22, 400 psi 
At barrel muzzle 1,800 psi 

Silencer 

Passage diameter (for projectile) 0. 50 in. 
Weight 3 lb. 
Free volume 19 in. 3 

Pistol weight (without silencer) 2. 1 lb 

Time between precursor and projectile exits 
from silencer 0. 43 ms 

9o 91 



(T) Precursor Exit from Muzzle 

(2) Projectile Exit from Muzzle 

(5) Projectile Exit Ground Reflection 

y ■ 450 |Ubars/cm 

x « 0*5 me/cm 

1 cm - 1 major division 

Microphone: Altec BR 150 

1*1 - 127 db 

L2 - 139 db 

Figure 54. Sound Pressure-Time History, ten meters to aide. 
Silencer, Using Subsonic Cartridge 

9 mm P38 Walther Pistol without 

(l) Primer Initiation 

^T) Precursor Exit from Silencer 

(3) Gun Barrel MuzzLe Blow-by Exit from Silencer 

(4) Projectile Exit from Silencer 

,5j Blow-by Ground Reflection 

y “ 90 /ibara/cm 

x - 0.5 ms/cm 

1 cm - 1 major division 

Microphone: Altec BR 150 

Li - 99 db 

L2 - 105 db 

L3 - 120 db 

L4 « 105 db 

Figure 55. Sound Pressure-Time History, ten meters to aide, 9 mm P38 Walther Piatol/AAl Silencer, 
Using Subsonic Cartridge 



silencePrl?SniPpeikW|pn"alos'?ben ^hebV'T" eXlted ^ the 
the gun barrel muzzle exited fro™ rh i blow-by wave generated at 

This blow-by pulse, with i£8 k SpL ^ the preCL,r3'^- 

system's loudest effect Thee ■ , o£ 120 db. represented the 

blow-by wave. Gas flow^the Sri4'1' ^ ab°ut 2 ™ after the 

by the projectile since the event isnot'di^ m**ntL* was alter«d little 
This, of course was to hJ n<* discernible on the scope trace 

and volume. To a subiecti CX?e^te Wlth the larSe blow-by clearances 

ably loud. JeCt,Ve «» system sounded unquestion- 

9 mm Walther MPK Submachine Gun/West German Silencer 

developed in West GermYn-^som'k V' ^ 581 "aS reP°rtedly 

submachine gun itself was introduce' AUh ^ 9 mm MPK 
internally elaborate, it Is ruggedlvcn’ , E somewhat bulky and 

readily adaptable to a standard MpS! " ;"'" Ahished, and 

silencer, its size and acoustlcarperf™'’0'1' C<Mlstraction of the 

as an experimental model-shop it^. 6Ugge8t tiat 11 was built 

long by 2 inch di^nete^ex^alsfon cha^b^ conslsts of a 10 inch 

assortment of geometrical!^completTh" C°nUinin* an elaborate 

for two steei end pieces and"the steel t^meTke’ ^ *=“■«■* 
is made entirely of aluminum • e"hke vanes, the silencer 

starts with a simple 1. 5 inch 'lon„ einmn« at lhe r®ar, the silencer 

tubular spooi.outside.vanedattheV*^" a0" Chamb*r- followed by a 

steel vanes forming one end S the T "f ClDSed ^ th<= fr™‘- The 

tube. After the spool c0me twD cones *” tbe •*»-»«» 
another cone. cones, an expansion chamber, and 

with special rOunds^oade^for s^orn'c^l ” 016 MPK W"e mada 

sound history of the MPK without the silenc0"'1*3 <Table XIH>- Tha 
The weapon's main noise, like that of ” Sho” « figure 59 

was due to the precursor wave th m° “fleeced systems 

positive pulses five meters to the e PJ°jectHe exit blast. The two 

131 and 140 db peak s£ °f ** MPK -speedy. 
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TABLE xni. 9 mm MPK Walther Submachine Gun/German Silencer 

Projectile 

Weight 115 gr 

Diameter 0. 356 in. 

Velocity (at silencer exit) 1000 fps 

Energy (at silencer exit) 255 

Travel at peak ballistic pressure (estimated) 0,4 in. 

Travel in barrel 6. 32 in. 

Travel time in barrel (estimated) 0. 62 ms 

Travel time in silencer 0. 79 ma 

Propellant 

Weight (M9j double base, flake, web ~ 0. 003 in.) 

Chamber volume 

3 gr (+ 0. 3 gr 

primer) 

0.038 in. 3 

Ballistic pressure 

Peak 

At barrel muzzle (estimated) 

Silencer 

Passage diameter (for projectile) 

Weight 

Free volume 

Unsilenced submachine gun weight (without magazine) 

Time between precursor and projectile exits from 
silencer (estimated) 

22,400 psi 

1,400 psi 

0. 41 in., 0. 44 in. 

and 0. 55 in. 

1, 5 lb (approx) 

15.0 in. 3 

6. 2 lb. 

0. 69 ms 
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Although not visible in the trace of Figure 59. the MPK has a 

relative y loud, proved, mechanical noise. TJ; no!s“fs due 

conTeTuint10-^ f°rWal'd ^ °f the bt>lt "S—' the breech and 
eZd trac °f Weap°“’E mechanical components. The 
sound trace Of the weapon, fired dry, without a cartridge, is shown 

m FlgUre 60- Th= P«k SPL of the MPK's mechanical no se was 
approximately 106 db five meters from the weapon. 

, . , ThC ’ound history of the silenced MPK.firing a subsonic car- 
tridge,is shown m Figure 61 The sustemit- r ^ ... 

(pt 1. Figure 61} corresponded to the time of primer^ilitZio^Zh. 

from th“ltlVe PUlBe °f ,hiS 80Und ^PPro”mately 106 db). five meters 

heTun b "!Tn'Z3 dUe l° tHe f°rWard Slap °f the "olt against 
a second o' *PPr°’a1matel* 2 me after the bolt bottomed, there 

was a second positive pulse of 114 db S"PT a *■ 

leakage around the cartridge case FZ rearward gas 

“a" 

abo^TsVi: U6db Pelk SPL- The exited 
db peak SPT, F ll" ■ 18 generated th* System's largest pulse - 118 

zz: zizi:ru" 
silenc^MPK^ "^eentiaUy. only the muzzle noise of the 

-*h by ™ins the -ap- 

visible primer initiation nol« [“ i^ ' IT* “ 
defined precursor pulse (pt 2). ? 1 and the more Nearly 

someJZruZr^Z thetmmlTs’ Z Si.lenCed MPK S°“ded 
and 9 mm Welrods. Qualitatively iheZpiZ^Z" th* caliber ■ 32 
be describe ■»,, « Cly* the MPK SOund signature could 

a dZZMng bise.SOmeWhat mU"led =lap- immediately foUowed by 

CaUber . 45 Silenced M3 Submachine Gun (Figure 63) 

jjell Laboratories Silenced Barrel 

fencing of ^rious^weaponB, ^ncludi^\h^ caliberM3Simbmachin"egun. 
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0
 ®

 ©
 0

 ®
 

(T) Primer Initlstion 

© Precursor Exit from Silencer 

0 Blow-by Exit from Silencer 

© Projectile Exit from Silencer 

© Primer Xnitletion Ground Reflection 

y = 83 /Jbars/cm 

x » 0.5 ma/cm 

1 cm * 1 major division 

Microphone; BfiK 4135 

- 114 db 

L2 = 108 db 

L3 - 116 db 

I4 ■ 118 db 

Figure 61* 
sound Pressure-Time History, five meters to side 
West German Silencer, Using Subsonic Cartridge ’ 

9 mm MfX Walther Submachine Gun/ 

Primer Initiation 

Precursor Exit from Silencer 

Blow-by Exit from Silencer 

Projectile Exit from Silencer 

Blow-by Ground Reflection 

y ■ 210 ybars/cm 

x “ 0.5 ma/cm 

1 cm = 1 major division 

Microphone; b&k 4135 

t-l 95 db 

1-2 - 107 db 

L3 “ 116 db 

H • 118 db 

Figure 62, Sound Pressure-Time History, five meters to side, 9 mm MPK Walther Submachine Gun/ 
West German Silencer, Using Subsonic Cartridge and with Weapon and Silencer Wrapped 
with Attenuating Material 



A silenced M3 barrel (Figures 64, 65 and 66, and Table XIV) was 

designed and presented to the Infantry Board fox evaluation. Conclu¬ 

sions from the tests were that the silenced M3 was quiet, but still 

detectable at close ranges. A thousand silenced barrels were re¬ 

portedly built and supplied for use by the Office of Strategic Services 

(OSS). 

The Bell Laboratories silenced barrel consists essentially 

of a drilled gun barrel and a silencing chamber surrounding and ex¬ 

tending beyond the gun barrel muzzle. Along its length, the gun barrel 

has 48 holes (0. 25 inch diameter) which are positioned in four straight 

rows. During firing, some of the gases are bled off through the 

holes, with a consequent reduction in the ballistic gas pressure and 

the projectile muzzle velocity. 

The silencing chamber is composed of two sleeves of 

different lengths and diameters, connected by means of a reducing 

bushing. The rear sleeve encloses a roll of wire mesh which sur¬ 

rounds the drilled gun barrel; the forward sleeve, which extends 

beyond the gun barrel muzzle, contains a stack of wire mesh discs. 

The projectile passage through the wire mesh discs is 0. 05 inch 

in diameter. 

The mechanical noise associated with firing the silenced 

M3 submachine gun is substantial, if not dominant. As with the Sten 

gun, it was found more realistic to evaluate the silenced M3 barrel 

without the overshadowing mechanical noise. Consequently, the 

sound results described herein were obtained with the silenced bar¬ 

rel held in a special single shot test fixture. * The following sound 

records were recorded by an Ampex 351 tape recorder before being 

transferred to the oscilloscope and the camera film. 

Figure 67 shows a scope trace of the sound pres sure-time 

history of a standard caliber . 45 M3 barrel (7. 5 inches long) fired 

with a test fixture. The trace was recorded ten meters to the side of 

the weapon. The two prominent sound pulses on the trace were due 

to exiting of the precursor wave (pt 1, Figure 67) and the gas dis¬ 

charge following the projectile exit (pt 2). The two pulses were, 

respectively, 115 and 130 db peak SPL. 

Sound signature of the Bell Laboratories silenced barrel 

and test fixture is shown in Figure 68. The main sound pulses were: 

*See Figures 71 and 72 
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Caliber . 45 M3 Submachine Gun /Bell Laboratorie 

Silenced Barrel 
TABLE XIV. 

u 
.5 

projectile 

Weight 235 gr 

4 Diameter 0. 450 in. 

j Velocity (at silencer exit) 768 fps 
3 

W 
m 

Energy (at silencer exit) 310 ft-lb 

Travel at peak ballistic pressure (estimated) 0. 22 in. 

2 Travel in barrel 7. 4 in. 
■o Travel time in barrel (estimated) 0. 95 ms 
O s Travel time in silencer 0. 69 ms 

w Propellant 

10 
0) Weight (HPC1, double base, flake, web~ 0.003 in.) 5 gr { + 0.4 gr 

primer) 
o 
nl 

Chamber volume 0. 061 in. ^ 

0 
Xi Ballistic pressure 

►3 Peak 20, 000 psi 
At gun barrel muzzle (estimated) 200 psi 

a 
Silencer 

Passage diameter (for projectile) 0. 50 in. 

Free volume around gun barrel 7, 2 in. 3 
J3 Free volume in front portion 2. 5 in.3 

rt* Volume, rolled wire mesh (brass) 2. 9 in. 3 
u Volume, stacked wire mesh discs (brass) 2. 8 in. 3 

3 ■ Silenced barrel 

y £ W eight 2. 63 lb 

«5 
d r- 

Total length 14. 2 in. 

m C 
3 

Q 0 Standard M3 barrel 

W eight 1.25 lb 
sO 
'O Length 7.9 in. 

DC 
Standard M3 submachine gun weight (without magazine) 8.1 lb 

£ 

I os 
109 



1
1
0

 

1 Precursor Exit from Muzzle 

2 Projectile Exit from Muzzle 

3 Ground Reflection 

7 - 230 Ubars/cm 

* “ 0.5 ms/cm 

1 cm = 1 major division 

Microphonei Altec Br 150 
Tape Recorder: Ampex 351 

Ll - 115 db 

&2 “ 130 db 

Pigure 67. 
Bound Pressure-Time History 
(standard, 7.5 inches long) 

ten meters to 
in Test Fixture 

side. Caliber 
,45 Submachine Gun Barrel 

y ■ 23 pbars/cm 

x = 0.5 uia/cm 

1 cm - 1 major division 

Microphone: Altec BR 150 
Tape Recorder: Ampex 351 

(l) Primer Initiation L]_ *a 93 db 

2) Bleed Hole Blow-by Exit from Silencer Lj " 107 db 

3; Blow-by (at Gun Barrel Muzzle) Exit from Silencer L3 = 101 db 

4 Projectile Exit from Silencer L4 ■ 107 db 

S' Bleed Hole Blow-by Ground Reflection 

Figure 68. Sound Pressure-Time History, 4.6 meters to side, Caliber .45 Bell Laboratories 
Silenced M3 Submachine Gun Barrel in Teat Fixture 



injtiation (I* 1. figure 68), bleed hole blow-by exit (p, 2) 

blTed hoTe *;IOW'bV tP* 3), and projectile Lit (p^f’xh. 

etdMpt 4* constituted^h ^ 813 *«”«• Xectrle 

pulses had a 107 db "tT T*' SyStem' B°th 
suited in a sound p*£. <ptf'{ % 

projectile vetoed thh:«l^dMl0rlba SU*.nCed barrel redu«d 
77ft fr.a ii. . arc* M3 submachine Run from 920 nf 

r^b TM°,e ^ StiU - respectable 
, , lb; JblS 1S °nlV slightly less than the energy of a caliber 45 

gstol and 50 ft-lb tnore than the energy of the testfd , mm ^e’ed 

M5 _ a, 

£ S™—■ xzzzrtzzsz - 
meat. Wlre me5h re1“ires periodic cleaning and replace- 

AMF Silenced Barrel 

w t. v-,„ . AMF silenced M3 barrel (Figures 69 through 72 aTlj 

w£2 d - ’he ;;:r 
long gun barrel and a lm 25 in dia^^r«11 utlll2ies a 5. 6 in. 

and extends 9 inches beyond the gun barrel'^WhVets'Z^ SUrr°Und 
rounding the gun barrel is ... .. ' . ’ "nerea^the space sur- 

forms the system's silencer This f ’ fr°nt P°rtion of th= tube 

out its length with Closl^atached wireT *' ^ 

five irregularly positioned rubber discs In thHV b* 
tested at Fxankford Arsenal the 1 th sllencl!d barrel 
rubber discs was aunroxi t i PJBrtlle Passage through the 

,. was approximately 0. S inch in diameter o-i-i™., 
these dtscs probably partially or completely closed o«the VI 
interior. The gun barrel of the AMF svstem « ? u «lancer 

that of a standard M3 weapon. This howe Eh°rter than 

slight reduction in projectile veloeit^ ’ *“ a 

unth a singleTsbot^rture'nCshdo^7n F^urlr^'d ^T"' 
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TABLE XV. Caliber . 45 M3 Submachine Gun/AMF 
Silenced Barrel 

oj 

m 

G 
3 
o 
at 
a 

Ig 
o 
nt 
i 

£> 
G TO 
2 
T3 
ii 
o 
c 
at 

TO 
Ph 
2 
< 
in 
v 

G -p 

w fH 

« *o 

3 S 

V 
N 
3 

Pm 

projectile 

Weight 235 gr 
Diameter 0. 45 in. 
Velocity (at silencer exit) 910 fps 
Energy {at silencer exit) 435 ft-lb 
Travel at peak ballistic pressure 0. 22 in. 
Travel in barrel 5. 6 in. 
Travel time in barrel 0.85 ms 
Travel time in silencer 0. 83 ms 

Propellant 

Weight (HPCl, double base. Hake, web ~ 0. 003 in.) 5gr (f 0. 4gr 

primer) 
Chamber volume 0.061 in. ^ 

Ballistic pressure 

Peak 20,000 psi 
At barrel muzzle 1,600 psi 

Silencer 

Projectile passage diameter in wire mesh discs 0. 50 in. 
Projectile passage diameter in old 

rubber discs 0. 50 in. 
Free volume (fornt of barrel) 4. 9 in. 3 
Free volume around barrel (unused) 2.9 in. 3 
Volume, stacked brass wire mesh and rubber discs 4. 5 in. 3 

Silenced barrel 

W eight 2. 5 lb 
Length 15. 1 in. 

Standard M3 barrel 

Weight 1. 25 lb 
Length 8, 0 in. 

Standard M3 Submachine gun weight 

(without magazine) 8. 1 lb 

Time between precursor and projectile exits 

from silencer (estimated) 0. 56 m6 
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long gu11 t»arrel without a silencer. The trace was recorded ten 

meters to the side of the weapon. The two prominent sound pulses 

on the trace were due to precursor wave exit (pt 1, Figure 73) and 

gas discharge following the projectile exit (pt 2). The corresponding 

peak SPL's of the two pulses were 113 db and 130 db. 

Sound pre 8 Bure -time history of the AMF silenced M3 

barrel (with old rubber baffles) is shown in Figure 74. The first 

sound recorded upon firing the system was generated at the time of 

primer initiation. The low peak SPL (~93 db) of this sound indicates 

that it was primarily mechanical in nature. The next sound pul Be 

(pt 2, Figure 74) was generated when the blow-by wave exited from 

the silencer. This wave, formed by gases bypassing the projectile, 

resulted in a peak SPL. of 127 db. Projectile exited from the silencer 

approximately 0.65 ms later, giving rise to the positive pulse (pt 3) 
of 121 db peak SPL, 

In general, firing of the AMF silenced barrel was char¬ 

acterized by a relatively sharp crack, perhaps only slightly quieter 

than that of a standard caliber . 22 Short pistoL Better acoustical 

results would possibly have been realized if the rubber discs were 

new. However, the system’s loudness would probably still be limited 

by noise due to abrupt emergence of the massive projectile. (See data 
on 9 mm Welrod.) 

CONCLUSIONS 

The more important physical, functional, and acoustical data 

of the tested silenced and unsilenced weapons are tabulated in Table 

XVI. The peak SPL's of the various pulses in this table were taken 

from the preceding sound scope traces. Incases where the sound 

scope trace was recorded at a distance other than five meters, the 

data were extrapolated for comparative purposes. 

Although in most weapons the major sound pulse was generated 

^ ** time of projectile exit, there were some weapons (such as the 

g caliber . 22 Frankford Arsenal silencer, caliber . 30 carbine, etc.) 

“ which gnerated the largest pulse because o£ blow-by. Some weapons 
Cn 
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(1) Primer Initiation 

(2) Blow-by Exit from Silencer 
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L2 =• 127 db 

L3 = 121 db 

Figure 74* Sound Pressure-Time History, five meters to aide. Caliber 
M3 Submachine Gun Barrel in Test Fixture 

*45 AMF Silenced 



(with gun barrel bleed holes) generated a large sound pulse due to 

bleed hole blow-by. In all weapons except the caliber .45 Bell Lab¬ 

oratories Silenced barrel, this pulse was secondary in magnitude. 

The primer initiation peak SPL was found to vary from weapon 

to weapon. There were even substantial differences between similar 

weapons. However, since in most cases the largest primer initiation 

pulse was due to gas leakage around the cartridge case, substantial 

differences in SPL could be attributed to minute differences in car- 

‘"d®' "ha7ber Cl“raJlce °r ^Ply to dirt accumulation in the weapon, 
e highest primer initiation SPL was that of the 9 mm MPK (114 db). 

he caliber 32 sleeve gun had the lowest initiation pulse with a peak' 
SPL of only 87 db. 

For some of the silenced weapons, sound scope traces were 

taken at various distances (1. 5, and 10 meters). Although the data 

are not included herein, it is worth mentioning that with some silenced 

weapons the peak SPL readings at 1 and 5 meters were found to differ 

by asmuchas 18 db. This is a 4-db greater attenuation than would be 

expected from a simple spherical expansion. From 5 to 10 meters, 

the peak SPL of some weapons was attenuated by nearly 7 db instead of 

the normal 6 db. It waB also noticed that with distance, some changes 

occurred m the general shape of the various sound signals. In each 

case many of the short sound pulses tended slowly to coalesce, thus 

defining more and more clearly such pulses as precursor, blow-bv 
etc. '* 

The above effects can be attributed to the fact that high sound 

pressures propagate at a slightly faster velocity than lower sound 

pressures. * Although the phenomenon may bear little significance 

in general acoustics, in Frankford Arsenal tests it was found suffi¬ 

cient to induce a slow, but noticeable, change in the shape of the 

various major pulses toward that of a balanced N-wave. 

Throughout the sound tests, efforts were made to note how each 

weapon sounded to a listener, particularly in terms of quality and re¬ 

lative loudness. These impressions were later compared with the 

corresponding sound scope traces. Although, at most, only several 

listeners were involved, the consensus is nevertheless interesting 

Almost invariably sound signatures with one or several shock pulses 

sounded sharp and snappy; the signatures containing a large number 

of pulses or simply more '’hash11 also sounded snappy, but less 

sharp, more prolonged, more muffled, and more random in quality. 

Sound signatures which were predominatly "hash” (such as those of 

the Sten, Maxim, and carbine) sounded like an abrupt initiation of a 

hiss (or hish). All sound signatures containing distinct and recog¬ 

nizable shocks seemed more piercing. 

Although the quality of each sound signature was definitely rec~ 

ognizable, the primary factor determining the relative loudneBB was 

found to be the signal's peak SPL.* Whether by coincidence or design, 

the weapons with higher peak SPL almost invariably sounded louder 

and rftore perceptible. This, of course does not discount the fact 

that there may be other dominant factors affecting a given weapon's 

detectability at large distances. As an example one could consider 

the faster attenuation of short pulses with distance. 

Compiled experimental sound data indicate that the better si¬ 

lenced systems registered a peak SPL of approximately 110 db five 

meters from the weapon. In most weapons, the main sound source 

was the abrupt discharge of propellent gas. In some weapons (those 

with flexible baffles) the noise due to gas discharge was relatively low; 

however, the abrupt projectile emergence at the muzzle generated a 

noise just as undesirable. The precursor wave of an unsilenced 

weapon generated a peak SPL in the vicinity of 120 db. Most of the 

straight-through silenced weapons tested attenuated the precursor 

down to about 90 db. The mechanical noise was found to depend on 

system design. In some of the quieter weapons, mechanical noise was 
in the vicinity of 90 db. 

Evaluation of the compiled experimental and theoretical data 

indicates that a silenced system quieter than the weapons teBted at 

Frankford Arsenal is feasible. However, a system with noise level 

below 90 db at five meters will most likely evolve gradually and only 

with a fuller understanding of the noise-gene rating mechanisms. 

RE COMME NDATIONS 

See Appendix C 
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1. Conduct analytical design of an optimum silenced small arms 

weapon based on experimental and analytical data generated to date. 

*See Appendix F 
12;- 



2. Continue analytical atudy of noise-generating and attenuating 
mechanisms in Small arm weapons. attenuating 

3 Acoustical evaluation of small arm weapons should be based 

on identification and interpretation of individual noise sources de¬ 

termined from oscilloscope traces of the overall weapon sound history 

?gnific0aU'lP"SSUre UVel 5h°Uid ^ 6StabllShed as * factor of primaTy 
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APPENDIX A 

BALLISTIC CRACK FIELD 

When a supersonic projectile exits an unsilenced gun barrel, 

the uncorked propellent gases generate a spherically expanding blast 

•graves The wave initially bypas ses the projectile; however, dissipating 

rapidly, it slows down to almost sonic velocity and is overtaken by 

the projectile within a matter of a few feet from the muzzle. Later, 

hi the free far field, the initial projectile lag is overshadowed by the 

linear geometric expansions, and projectile, muzzle blast, and bal¬ 

listic crack acquire approximately the proportional relationship shown 

below. 

Here the sound field consists essentially of ballistic crack, muzzle 

blast, and muzzle blast passed over by ballistic crack. The accous- 

tical significance of ballistic crack and muzzle blast have been pre¬ 

viously considered.* It only remains to mention that the section of 

muzzle blast wave, having been passed over by the ballistic crack, 

*See Appendix C and Reference 46. 
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I™1"1’7 D"ly Sli6ht refract,on and scattering by turbn- 

- baUlBtiC >• tangentia. to 

The angle between the ballisH^ ^ denends aolely on ^ 

9 " Ia° ' (’fiFTi') (U 

where M = projectile Mach No. 

The azimuth angle frnm *v 

h1^4 and baUiS‘- — envelope: ^ ^ - 

PROJECTILE MACH No. 
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Thus, it is seen that,with the usual supersonic projectile velocities 

the ballistic crack is confined to approximately a 130® cone to the * 

*front of the weapon. The cone increases to 160" with projectile 

Mach number of 6. At Mach 1. 5f the cone decreases to about 100® 

and at Mach 1 it vanishes altogether. 

The above data find application when silencing a supersonic 

weapon. Thus, although the silencer will effectively attenuate muzzle 

blast the usually loud and far ranging ballistic crack will still persist 

witbin the defined frontal cone. To the side and the rear will be 

heard the somewhat weaker, spherically expanding ballistic crack 

reflecting from the weapon. 
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APPENDIX B 

SUBSONIC PROJECTILE FLIGHT NOISE 

Subsonic projectiles generate noise in flight. Although this 

noise is much quieter than that of supersonic projectiles, it can be 

quite loud and detectable at large distances from the projectile 

trajectory. To the side of the passing subsonic projectile, one hears 

the characteristic swish; first increasing, then diminishing in in¬ 

tensity. Although this noise, like all turbulence-initiated noises, can 

have a seemingly random quality, in the far field it is generally found 

to be periodic. Its frequency depends primarily on the flow velocity 

and the diameter of obstruction in the flow; however, as will be seen, 

several other factors must also be given consideration. A typical 

sub sonic, small caliber, flat based projectile generates about 95 db 

peak SPL at 10 meters from its trajectory. In comparison, the 

more streamlined projectiles are generally found substantially 
quieter. 

The basic noise-generating mechanism of sub sonic projectiles 

consists, briefly, of the following. Throughout the projectile flight 

a certain amount of air within the turbulent boundary layer follows 

the projectile. (See simplified figure below.) 

The velocity differential between the surrounding air and the air 

traveling with the projectile generates shear forces which accelerate 

the air within the boundary layer into a vortical spin. The attached 

spherical vortex size increases simultaneously with increased spin 

until the vortex is finally washed downstream. Thus, the amount of 

air traveling with the projectile decreases and the process repeats. 

The energy of the attached spherical vortex27 propagating at 

the velocity of the projectile is 

2F U) 

where 

b = vortex diameter, projectile wake diameter; 

pQ = air density; 

V = projectile velocity. 

The energy expended by the projectile to generate a single vortex i 

p0Wj y 

4 2 n 
where 

Cb = projectile wake area drag coefficient, 

f = projectile vortex shedding frequency. 

(2) 

Upon equating the above two equations, it is found that 

(3) 

Thus, the projectile vortex shedding frequency acquires the familiar 

form of Strouhal frequency, f = (const) V/b. For flat tailed projectile 

cb has a typical value of 0. 2. When the flow is fully attached, which 

is the case with projectile boat tail tapers not exceeding about 15*, 

the wake diameter can generally be assumed equal to that of the pro¬ 

jectile base flat. If the flow separates before the tail end, then the 

wake cross-section area can be taken as approximately the average 

projectile area between tail and point of separation. 

Representing the sound generating projectile as a moving 

^lonopole source, the far field sound pressure to the side of the pro¬ 
jectile becomes 

P = 
d2m ^ 

(4) 
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where 

r = distance from projectile trajectory; 
d£rn 

dt2 ~ time change of air mass flow rate,from and toward 

projectile. 

The sound pressure,as a function of time,can be represented by 

P = Pm sin 2rIft (! 

Pm = peak sound pressure; 
t = time. 

Combining Equations 4 and 5 and integrating, the air mass flow rate 

at the projectile is found to be represented by 

Integration of above equation over a time period of half a cycle yields 

the periodic change in air mass attached to the projectile as 

Thus, the peak sound pressure as a function of frequency and period- 
ically transferrable mass becomes 

But,the transferred mass at the projectile is that of the spherical 
vortex; i. e. , 

M « - b3 p0 
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Combining Equations 3, 8, and 9, the peak sound pressure generated 

by the subsonic projectile is found to be 

49tr2 *>q,Z°oV2 

1200 r UO) 

Thus, knowing the projectile shape and velocity. Equation 10 maybe 

used to estimate the peak sound pressure. Comparison of such 

estimates with experimental data available to date* from a few 

variously shaped projectiles indicated reatively good agreement* 
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APPENDIX C 

GUN MUZZLE BLAST 

In the far field, a noise generating tube can often be treated 

as a simple acoustical monopole source;^* ^ that is, its sound 

diverges as a symmetrical sphere. This is most readily borne out 

by the schlieren photographs of discharging shock tubes and abruptly 

uncorked pressurized cylinders (including small arm weapons). 5, 18 

Each of these cases almost invariably shows the initial shock expanding 

spherically from the tube mouth. It may naturally be further inferred 

that the air or gas behind the expanding shock also moves spherically 
away from the source. 

Physically, a monopole source can be envisioned as a spherical 

b a loon expanding or contracting uniformly in all directions, thus gen¬ 

erating sound pressures which also diverge uniformly in all directions. 

The far field sound pressure for such a source is given by 

where 

P 4TTr 
u> 

P - far field sound pressure 

0o = ambient air density; 

r = distance from source; 

Q = volume of ambient air being displaced by source; 
t = time. 

Algebraic manipulation and integration of the above equation yields 

U = -2s_ I^L) 
J 4-nr ^ dt / (2) 

where 

AdQ \ _ 
(“dTl = lnstantaneolls air volume displacement rate at the sourc, 

Jpdt = cumulative area under the sound signal's pressure- 

time trace. 
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With a source {such as a porous sphere, a nozzle, etc.) of constant 

discharge area emitting gas, the air displacement depends on the quan¬ 

tity of gas being discharged and on how this gas expands from discharge 

to atmospheric pressure. In cases of interest the expansion process 

is generally very nearly isentropic. Thus, the instantaneous air 

volun16 displacement rate can be expressed by 

/dQi /pt \Uy , 
(sc) - VfJ Atut 

where 

absolute pressure of gas at discharge; 

ambient air pressure; 

gas ratio of specific heats; 

gas discharge area; 

gas flow velocity at discharge. 

The sound signal pressure-time area becomes related to the 

source gas flow parameters by 

Thus, it is seen that the cumulative sound signal impulse is directly 

proportional to the volumetric air or gas flow rate at the source. 

That is, the positive and the negative sound pulses represent, re¬ 

spectively, an increase and a decrease in gas flow rate. Further, 

since a given increase in gas flow must eventually be followed by an 

equal decrease in gas flow, it follows that a transient signal must 

necessarily consist of both a positive and a negative portion. Each, 

however, may be variously distributed throughout time. Although 

Equation 4 is sufficient to describe the sound field due to change in 

gas flow over a finite time, it is insufficient for application to prob¬ 

lems involving abrupt initiation or cessation of gas flows. 

Consider a point source of spherical discharge area, At. If 

the source abruptly starts and continues discharging gas at a steady 

rate, a sawtooth sound pulse will emanate from the source (see 

sketch). 
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At - source gas discharge area, -inbi; 

°t = gaa discharge density; 

“t = 8as discharge flow velocity; 

A’ P “ = :"^edeD9ity‘ “d flOW VelOC“V « from the 

14 

If, at the source, the discharge conditions are supersonic i e 

flow velocity is equal to local sonic velocity, then in the range 

b < x < 

■ •*($)' 

“ ■ * 

From Equations 5, 6, aqd 7, 

a -?X- 

P = 1 4t5cZ7 

(6) 

(7) 

<8> 

and 

where 

Pt - absolute pressure of gas at discharge; 

= discharge sonic velocity; 

x = distance from center of source; 

P,a = absolute pressure and sonic velocity at some distance, x, 
from source. 

At distance xD from the source, the gas will have fully expanded 

to atmospheric pressure. At this location, x = x0, 

00) 

OD 
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and from Equation 9, 

(12) 

wher^r 

uo “ flow velocity at pt Xq. 

PQ = ambient air pressure. 

p - po 
(13) 

and 

and, from Equation 5, 

(14) 

05) 

Integrating Equation 15 for the boundary conditions of x = x at 
t = 0, ° 

(17) 

»hich describes the location and velocity of j- , 

particle with time. Constder now an abL^y^X-lT 
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and the air particles immediately in front of the advancing gas front. 

The air velocity and location can be described by Equations 16 and 17. 

The pressure of the air is related to its velocity. Thus, if it is assumed 

that the air acquired its velocity by virtue of a passing shock, ^9 then 

the overpressure will be given by 

y +1 ? I r~ 
AP = 4 YPqM 1 +./1 

Y(y + DM1- 

M = u/a0, air flow Mach No. 

= static gauge pressure. 

For M ^1, the overpressure may be estimated, by 

YP„M2 

If it is assumed that the air in front of the advancing gas front acquired 

its velocity through insentropic wave compression, then the over¬ 

pressure can be expressed by 

&P = Pi 1 + 

For M £ 1, this overpressure may be estimated by 

AP * YP0M 

Whichever case is assumed, shock or isentropic wave compression 

(the actual case will be someplace between the two), it is evident 

that a reasonable overall representation of the Overpressure in 

termB of velocity is obtainable with 

AP » kjM 

kj and k^ = appropriate constants. 
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dNe7c'riUphbeyriCal PreSSUre from u. SOurce can be 

where 

P - 
APx 

r 
123) 

4P - Overpressure at given distance x from center of source- 

P - overpressure (or sound pressure) at distance r. 

Substituting Equations 16 17 and 21 . v 

It can be seen that in each case the sound „ 

exponentially with time. The rate of deer Pressur<= decreases 

the characteristic flow parameters of th eiS<!' however- depends on 

when the sound present is *“ 
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substantially larger than 1, and the sound pressure can he estimated by 

3u„t 1 1/3 

Taking the time t as the representative time period of the sound 

pulse and rearranging Equation 25, 

If the time period is established at a constant pressure ratio(pm/p), 

then it will depend only on the source discharge area, discharge pres 

sure, and discharge velocity, and can be expressed, generally as 

r. /„ \3Y-1 

C - an arbitrary constant. 

This equation is seen to be similar in fornuto the "Strouhal" frequency 

except for the additional factor (P1/P0)3V_ W4v. ft i3 to be notcd tha£ 

the sound pulse duration remains relatively independent of the equation 

used for relating the air pressure to its velocity. The only prerequisite 

is that it is of the form described by Equation 22. 

Some insight into the above problem is to be gained by con¬ 

sidering the nonlinear propagation of strong sound pulses. 13 Con¬ 

sider a relatively strong sawtooth sound pulse (shown in the following 

sketch). - 
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By virtue of higher pressure, the shock front (point 1) will prolate 

faster than the pulse tail (point 2). The velocity of the shock front 

Cs ao V + 1 

4y 

1 Pm 

J Po (28) 

velLP,t'5eaail'DueCtOJtrhC' »PPr«dm»t.ly ambient sonic 
elocity, aQ. Due to this velocity differential, the pulse will tend to 

s retch out with time (and travel). Change in the pulse timc durat.on 

can be represented in differential form by 

dT = X+J . Pm 

4V P0a0 dI U9) 

ncirvrpulse time da—■ th= 

^ ^ • -travel 

Tpmr = Tipmlr, 
(30) 
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where 

‘Tl and Pmi 

T and pm 

pulse duration and pressure at some reference 

location, rj; 

pulse duration and pressure at some location, r. 

Solution of Equations Z9 and 30 indicates that the instantaneous peak 

sound pressure of a sawtooth pulse can be represented in terms of 

its travel by 

The sound pulse time duration, as a function of travel, is 

T = T 111 pltilrt In/Mr 1] 

& *VoTl VV J 
(32) 

Thus, it is seen that the relative time duration of a sound 

pulse with long wave length and small amplitude changes little 

with distance from its source. On the other hand, short sound 

pulses, especially those of high amplitude, can significantly incrase 

in time duration. This time increase is accompanied by a proportionate 

decrease in amplitude beyond that of the simple spherical expansion. 

Consider now a long pressurized cylinder (sketch following} 

containing a gas. Initially, the gas is at some absolute pressure, 

Pp and absolute temperature, T^. Initial velocity of gas is zero. 

As the cylinder is suddenly uncorked, a sawtooth sound pulse emanates 

from the mouth of the cylinder while a rarefaction wave travels in- 

Ward. Until the rarefaction wave reflects from the bottom of the 

cylinder, the discharge conditions at the tube exit remain relatively 

Constant and dependent on the initial gas conditions. 

If the initial sound pulse due to abrupt initiation of gas flow is repre¬ 

sented by a right triangle of amplitude, pm,and time duration, T, then 

(33) 
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and, from Equation 4, the peak eound pressure become. 

Pa ,Pt .1/V 

^ ' TS?f l-PJ-l -Vt 

a^d 1:^' rCSPeCtlVCly' dUcha^ area ( ^/4), pre 

d;p-d= on the initial gas condition*. 

Pt = P° (35) 

‘al 1 
(V- 1) ~ -^U 1-1 fl - / Po)l ' 2vL 

' Pl' (7rT)\Tn | \pp>| (36) 

aad subsonic conditions prevail at the tube exit, i. e. , locally, flow 

velocity i a smaller than sonic velocity* 2y/ (y -1) 

If the initial gas pressure is Pj & PQ 

pt * ~ -28pi 

(38) 

In this case the gas is discharged at a velocity just equal to its local 

sonic velocity. This is the usual case found in unsilenced (and most 

silenced) weapons, as here the pressures encountered are generally 

above critical. From Equation 27 the time duration of the Bound pulse 

due to uncorking of a pressurized cylinder is 

where 

d - diameter oi the cylinder; 

k as 3, an empirical constant. 

Combining Equations 34, 37, 38, an 39, the peak sound pressure due 

to an uncorked cylinder becomes 

{ 2 pod tgl w Pi r 

M3f+D' 8kr WJ\P„/ 

and it seen that the peak sound pressure is directly proportional to the 

^initial absolute gas temperature and only weakly dependent on the 

initial gas pressure, as long as it is above critical. However, since 

in the gun,high pressxire is generally accompanied by high temperature, 

peak sound pressure is not completely independent of the initial 
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r ru 
«-* is that p^TfUW ti° 'nitlal finder pressure. ne 

ably wen wifll experimental da. ~ 

i. direXTprPerEesSZLfldVfKh' ’“COrk'd I—«—d oyiiader 
ward. Directly to the side * , '* tOWard the front and >"*« rear- 

average. This directional’effect * rePresentative 
etfect can be approximately represented by 

pm0 = peak sound pressure at given aximuth angle 0- 

Mt - “t/aod'acharge Mach No. ; 

n = constant equal to approximately 2; 

Pm = peak sound pressure directly to the side. 

And the peak sound pressure io.FO; ... 
becomes given azimuth angle, of course. 

20 log Pm8 1 
:0002 J 

{42) 
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APPENDIX D 

GUN SILENCERS 

Consider a typical silenced weapon, consisting of a gun barrel 

of volume and a baffled silencer of volume (see sketch below). 

During its cycle, the projectile is accelerated by the high pressure 

gases in the barrel. Following this, the projectile travels through 

the silencer while the propellent gas expands into the silencer cavity 

behind the projectile. Just prior to exiting from the gun barrel, the 

propellent gases are typically in the vicinity of 2000® F and 3000 psi. 

During its expansion into the silencer cavity, the propellent 

gas mixes with the air contained within the silencer. The air, 

originally at ambient pressure and temperature, is compressed 

while the propellent gas pressure and temperature naturally de¬ 

crease. In a typical silenced system, with the Bilencer volume 

of the order of 20 times that of its gun barrel, the conditions 

within the silencer just prior to projectile exit are of the order 

of 60 psi and 300* F. The projectile, being subsonic (presumably), 

travels through the silencer at a velocity close to 1000 fps. Just 
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c:y;^b:tafhae^r;;ith^prircme expands int°the -“•«« 
shock, sonic and not T foUowin8 Bcaph which show, the 

- function o/'presstre * **' °F *» air. as 

Ml tTtr “> assume that, in . 

«s length at the timefhB ^ 

the propellent gas and air undergo isent - ’ enCer' Considering 

respectively, the ahaolute preset* 

in the case of a supersonic 
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where 

P = absolute propellent gas pressure in gun barrel at the 

1 time of projectile exit from gun barrel. 

PQ = ambient air pressure (14.7 psi); 

= silencer volume; 

= gun barrel volume; 

V = ratio of specific heats for air and propellent gas (actually 

for air, y = 1.4; for propellent gas, y pa 1. 2). 

Similarly, the absolute temperature of propellent gas in the silencer 

at the time of projectile exit is 

where 

Tj = absolute temperature of propellent gas at the time of 

projectile exit from the gun barrel. 
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|P™p“^-l')/vtem[lerah,re of air compressed in the silence, i. 

Tz ivifri) . is very nearly equal to T2. Thus, the 

TrZT may be aSSUmed 40 be 4116 « *>' of propellent gas (i. e., that given by Equation 3). 

Of „ Pr0jCTC*ile Of11 from *0 silencer will be followed by an efflux 

p < p C/Y h i CXUl ** silencer pressure is 
i °\TT~) «!■ 9 POJ then 

Pt = P0 (4) 
and ' ; 

where 
Pt - absolute discharge pressure; 

**1 = discharge velocity; 

a2 = 8onic velocity within silencer at ri™ 
6 _ ncer at time of projectile exit; 

aQ ~ ambient sonic velocity. 

To = absolute ambient temperature. 

In this case the discharge conditions will be subsonic- that is 

flow velocity will be lower than souic at the point ol disc?" 

; u ph;: ««-—* 

then 

and 

(6) 

(7) 
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How the discharge conditions will be supersonic, with the flow velocity 

at discharge being equal to the local sonic velocity (ut=at)a This, 

in fact, is the typical condition to be expected in most conventional 

silencers. As the projectile exits from the silencer, the abrupt un¬ 

corking of internal pressure will generate a sawtooth sound pulse. 

The time duration of this pulse is given by Equation 39 of Appendix 

whete 

k fa 3, an empirical constant; 

d = silencer exit diameter. 

The peak sound pressure of the sound pulse is described by Equation 
23 of Appendix 

- pq /M1/v. 
Pm ~ ZurT \£0j fUt 

(9) 

where 

pQ = ambient air density; 

r = distance from the weapon; 

A^ = rTd^/4( silencer discharge area. 

Combination of Equations 6, 7. 8, and 9 yields the peak sound 

pressure of an abruptly uncorked silencer, to the side of the wea¬ 
pon, as 

where 

P2 ano T2 are the absolute silencer pressure and temperature, 
respectively, established by Equations 2 and 3. 
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; ’}%x'T~sr 
Silencer (from Equation*l^Tb^scribJd ^ “* ** uncorkl!d 

on the peak sound preMurel* If* fiff iUriA'absorption in the silencer 
pressure is related to ^ to ak°ve, the silencer's 
the peak % « Wz/TJ*-HA ^ 

leucer temperature, which gives JL rl (V+fjW-1)°f °nl>' si- 
heat absorption in the Sil«n«r. tJ5S*« JrV T ,,c ’ With maximum 
to ambient temperature T From fv! *■• ^ have been reduced 

sound pressure^level tLAo lTJn^ £“ i?1- *«““«”■ °* peak 
vicinity Of 6 db. trained in a typical silencer is in the 

since,\cr;Tsr”Witera^4s?:rd system js 
010 Silencer and projectile, some nrowllc 1 rance must exist between 

projectile in the silencer. The efflc^f tl tf” "?aIly bypass,,s the 

from the silencer immediately aftel LI , ,b W~by Sas discharge 
from the following. Y Projectile exit can be surmised 

primarily dependent on the quantitl^fla ‘ from *e silencer is 
that time, which, in turn, is detefLintfd b c“°tained »“ *' system at 

through blow-by. The percentage of gas lost°f gaS loSt 
6 gas ,Ost can be represented by 

ra t 7 
j Jo <AtPtut) dt 

m P2 (v: + v2) (12) 

where Am - f;= 1-t through blow-by during time projectile 

t" = [fmeY t0tal °f gAC in system; 

P2 = *ss density in system at time projects exits silencer. 

The duration of blow-by ib limited tn a »• 

to traverse the silencer. If duriae this t™' 11 h*"55 fte projectile 

stricted (maximum) gas flow rate if assu^dV 

150 

(AtPtut)dt = AtPtUtt (13) 

A-j. = silencer discharge area; 

pt = discharge gas density; 

u^ = discharge gas velocity; 

t = time it takes projectile to traverse silencer. 

With maximum discharge conditions. 

The silencer discharge area is approximately 

Vj = volume of gun barrel; 

^ = length of gun barrel; 

The time it takes the projectile to traverse the Bilence 

^2 = silencer length; 

M = projectile Mach No, 

With the Be definitions. Equation 12 reduces to 

y -Hi 

/ ? Viv-i) f^r/, 
/Am\ _ \y + 1/ 

\m/ m h + 
c*^-) 
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Substitution of typical quantities into Equation IS reveals iha- 

witiun the time restraint, the maximum percentage of gas ft‘ill' 

llencer can lose through blow-by is in the order of 5 percent 

■From tins it may be concluded that the blow-by has a very small 

ZTZ l8:;rc"ref projectile exits 

is in E=T1Mtl0n °C EquatiM ’ «veals that the peak sound pressure 
is inversely proportional to the time duration of a given sound puise 

ISssb—: 
it is assumed that the gas discharge It'TO £le nT^ed 

at the time projectile exits the gun barrel the tim^ 

posed by the silencer length and projectile’ velocity Th T * ‘m~ 
which the discharge can increase"Jm 

T “ (i9i 

"i T"''".. "* ’>■ «>“•-»». 

leal Tystem 1° “* ;***«-*<» * 

“e <>htai[iable Wilh the controlled ddscharge’tTchnique”^11 iS 15 db 

former can be expected to expand through the silencer at almo'st 

15? 

ambient sonic velocity. This allows the assumption that the re¬ 

flections of the precursor within a properly designed silencer will 

e practically no effect on the forward wave front. In a properly 

designed silencer, the baffles or other silencer components would 

be auch as would not impede the natural spherical expansion cf the 

a^ave front within the silencer. Example of this can be seen with 

the rearward-slanted, conical baffles. 

Consider now two gun barrels identical in all respects except 

that one is equipped with a silencer (see sketch below). 

\ : ' /- 

In the first case the precursor wave generated in the gun barrel will 

be unattenuated. At some distance r, in the far field, its sound 

pressure will be 

P 
3 

(21) 

where 

= silencer length; 

P2 = precursor sound pressure jgauge)at distance l from gun muzzle. 
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In the second .v.. 

(spherically) in the silencer prior 7^'<‘ '*'Ul £rSt eXpand unimpeded 

At the front end of the ^£ Thepr*"81”1 *"*» «« ^moephere. 

an absolute pressure, which 

P2 Po + 2Pj 

(22) 

This pressure win induce a flow of air .n 

The velocity of this flow will be given by 8 ailencer muzzle. 

duces the flow velTityt” ^ elimination of lower order terms re- 

ut <«t/i(y^Tr a° p 
VPQ 2 

Corresponding to this flow velocitv the h 

(Suage) at the silencer exit will be discharge pressure 

D VP0ut __ 

1 _ a° =v^nP, {25) 

Ptd t/*(y- i) p2d 

where 

d = dilmater of silencer muzzle opening, 

sound Pressure m!“07the TrlnL^ll Pr“"rTO 

— = f 2 

p3 Vv7^ d~ <2?) 
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The attenuation of the precur sorbin decibels,is 

Substitution of typical quantities in Equation 28 indicates that a 

properly designed silencer, approximately 6 in. long and .35 caliber, 

can be expected to attenuate the precursor by some 30 db. 

An interesting problem presents itself in considering attenuation 

of the silencer type shown in the first diagram of the following sketch. 

Here, the silencing volume is separated into two chambers, one in 

front of and one surrounding the gun barrel. A bleed hole (or series 

of bleed holes) leading to the surrounding chamber is provided in 

the gun barrel. As the projectile passes the bleed hole, the propel¬ 

lent gases in the gun barrel expand into the surrounding chamber. 

When the projectile exits into the front silencer section, the pressure 

in the gun barrel decreases and the gas flow in the bleed hole re¬ 

verses. If the bleed hole is sufficiently small,then, because of the 

greater initial pressure differential, gas flow will be faster into the 

surrounding chamber than out of it. This technique is capable of 

substantially reducing the pressure in the front silencer at the time 

of projectile exit. An optimum exploitation of this technique would 

be to introduce a one-way valve in the bleed hole leading to the 

surrounding silencer cavity. Consider the silencer with a relatively 

large bleed hole, so that gas flow into and out of the surrounding 

chamber is relatively rapid. The gas expansion processes will be 

very nearly isentropic so that the silencer pressure at the time of 

projectile exit from the Bilencer (from Equation 2) will be 
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where 

^*o ~ arnbient air pressure; 

pj = pressure in gun barrel just before bleed-off; 

VJ = volume of gun barrel before bleed-off; 

v-> = volume of silencer 
2 fencer chamber surrounding gun barrel 

v3 - volume of front silencer chamber. 

In a silencer with a bleed hole valve the 

the projectile exit from the run ha ’ i^ expanslon process up to 

Beyond this point, however, the gaVe's T b.e to that above, 

mil expand into the forward silencer sect Tm "" ‘he glm barrei 
Surrounding chamber will be traDned j.™ "'hlle ,he gaa = s in the 

Isentropic e xpanTioruTto tLtrgarb1rPreeldi“frSSible 
pressure as 8 arrel muzzle gives the gas 

Expftrsion of the ps.rpr *-m..._- 

silencer section gives the silencer pressure as”^ ^ 

This, combined with Equation in 
time of projectile exit ae ’ 6 the 3llcnccr pressure at 

^e^!°ocTurtmwrnP3"' “ ” ^ th“ the ^eateet redaction in 
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Substitution of typical quantities found in silencers into Equation 33 

indicates that in order to obtain maximum attenuation, the surrounding 

Bilencer chamber should be approximately 0* 7 times that of the for¬ 

ward chamber. The difference in attenuation of the silencer with a 

bleed hole valve and the simple volumetric silencer can be estimated* 

from 

P3' I ff + lV^Y 
AL == 20 log -p-m (34) 

where P3' & P3" are as defined by Equations 29 and 32. In a silenced 

system with gun barrel pressure of 2500 psi and silencer-to-gun 

barrel volume ratio of 20, the bleed hole valve technique yields approx¬ 

imately an additional 4 db attenuation in peak SPL.. The technique can 

be expected to be more effective with small volume silencers and less 

effective with larger ones. 

See Equations 10 and 11. 
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United Siates Patent Office. 

RKADK MAOON WASHINGTON AND ALFRED WILLIS CAPT OF 

TEXAS, ASSIGNORS OF ONE FOURTH TO SAID WASHINGTON, ' ’ 

ATTACHMENT FOR BARRELS OF FIREARMS. 

araanCATIOir ^ rf Ote. Ntat No. o«oi» 2,1S00. 

Awll™ii.n ON J».«J 6, l«i 1.0 KM.U), 

To ail whom it nuio ooitoern: r . I., I , . 

lie it kDown Hint«»,Reade Macon Wash I orrt.rlhS * Str*P °r iW '•U'l'Atent. In 
incton And Alfred Wn.Lis Capy, of D.tS e2“?,05 “ of tbo ***** «id 
H* the county of Dallas :ind State of TmaJ £ fh»'nber >“ body proper My 

5 have in mooted a new and u^fii] Attachment rmriwi,? when desired, the reaTend 55 
to the Battels of Firpai-ma, of .hich t)i,i fol theetteBsion 11 tsckoed bya plug 
loaioe is a fell, clear,and , l?' thereio or otherwise dwLtaW? 

One abject of njy i. veulion is to pro?U). a elSmTi'" £ “T /■>» oppec surface of the 
stiuple. light, yet durable dciiccadLlerl for ? ' ■’!“ “* “F™apc,ndingeur- 

■* Altacbmcijt to the muczlesof ridee, .nuskalrT af tb? '*i order that the eight of to 
and other arms adapted to dm be lints aaul barretehall not beioierreced with. The 

»o construct the altech.nent that it^'ill ?!““* tfl" on-nug A end the etteosioa 
terially modify „r entirely pro “„t the u”e. ,<,™'d “ 
made when a weapon is dlscharEed and w?B a!,1 T portloae of Hue eapaneion-ehafu- 

S aJso art to mi ppress (liesmoke almost entire], rir,.M «<! tw hateinafter aimed. Ss 
when black powder I, used reIi ™»i W A » adapts In receive a 

A further ohject of the invention in in at f*P a . *?p forward or deliv- 

t*i" the nude above set fonh without impair nalffo rttM* re*1 w*"d ^'““P'8 edepted 
mg the power or accuracy of the wea^ ' ^y <»ein, and i. held iu 

o The invention consieli in the novSd con- therewith in euyapiwoved mat- )o 
etruclion and combination of the Hoirarih] r~"*> for BMnjPlea tbrongb the uiediuin of 

***'*> - -II be hereinX folg^TS? ln 
JM»d pointed out in toe claims. ’ f_S!w2 ,P® ’V ?**» ** ot th® B is 

Reference is to be had UUhflftfpnmniuixin. nenwd, the inclination being from the up- 
S drawings, forminga part of this snec-ifieaiirm* P*r edK* downwardly and forwardly, and the 75 

■n which Bimilar *.£££ 3 fro“*^alor ” 

Cato corresponding pari* iu all the fi-u p«T }° * po'at owtr th° toP The 
l-igure 1 is a side elevation of a rifl/Ld SEf"* P^rtI«n of tbeiuaer inclined face of 

Uie allaclnaeat applied thereto Fig * is a 15 T?*?1 T<th *de1leoli“S-pl*to 
.0 longaLi.dii.al section through theatlJbmont 5 defleeHug-platehasan open- 80 

sssftasjosiS Ss&<KW,i 
sasntl JaSS1ss. 

i »ctioo taken practically „a u. Mu. S 3 of per e^rt^'^o '5 

This cjwing is provided wiih h collar lO^atthe the n* 11*" plato and 
° reareod of its body porUoo and theaaiSVS ^ 09 i't 60^ A of th* »"*rrel. This 90 

Jar is adapted to be^rewed npor* or otw' KrTnf^W^ 16 Wilb ^ 
wimj attached to the forward or mu«lA^a S?"L" ^ iB ,n 0Til*r »h« the bullet 
Of the barrel A' of a gun, m »hwl S5tf2? f'Bch^od from ‘b® Barrel may pass through 
Urly in Fig. 2. At the i4ar W, “,d °PBB\IW> 16 and 17 and «ut through 

5 Ibe body-e^jc^ A a tubular exteusfo? n i8 ihtt2Srd^ 16* ^'thont iBt«rferjDg in the vs 

formed, which is usually circular u* crone- °f lhe “•oh»»lm 
sect 100. but may have nrh«r a rm-a. ° .r1089^ ‘l6aiKa'®d to eonhne the gases, 

contour. The extension 11 fro^her^mj u ^ ** rbarabor 16‘ 
W adapted to extend rearaurdly Ix^eath the thin *1^*’ ““^*.11“?®, 18 7or“*i open 

■» barrel a Deccssary distance when the ? * »*IJ around tb« inlet opening 17. The 100 

ib attached to the barrel sud-i* fmteai to ihifd? i” 'ul*Ptod “ B for a valve 19, 
J waiOQ rmivo cloaea toe Inlet 17 of the ofaam- 
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her 16* immediately after thedischa.ge of tl»e greater porLion of the deposit will be found 
bnltol; hat normally the val v*Es wade to Iwnr npm 1 he valve in nearly a direct line with 
against the inner face of the lower pol l uin the axis of the bore of t ho gon. ?c 
of the rtefleetiug-plate IS, assuming a pusi- Having lbu« described our invention, we 

c tion parallel with the line of the inner face claim as mpw and desire to secure by Letters 
of the cap B, as shown in positive lines in Patent— 
Fig. £■ The opening 16 in Hie deflecting- I. A casing arranged for attachment to the 
plate In made in its tower edge, and in order barrel of a auu. and having outlet for a 75 
that the dfctcbarge el the bullet shall not lie bullet, an inclined deflecting-plate in said 

10 impelled » correspond j opening 20 is made casing and a valve normally held in an open 
iu the. np|w curt uf the valve, and when the position and operated by the gases to dose 
valve 19 has bearing against the deflecting- the outlet for the bnliet after said bullet tm* 
plate 15 the opening in Lhe t'alvo and the escaped from the casing, substantially asde- 80 
opening in the edge of the deflecting-plat^ >crfl»ed. 

15 register, fnnoitig an openingof sufficient «i»c 2. A ensing proviiltwl with n gaa-rondonsing 
to permit, the hi»inXr*rm(■■ esl passage of the j chamber and arranged lor connection with 
ballet. 1 too barrel oF a glut. Ibe said chamber having 

An arra 21 is secured 10 the front face of ! an outlet for a bullet, the said rinsing having £3 
the lower portiuii uf toe vaive 19, toe arra be- j a lobular e\tOMM«u forming part of lhe gaa- 

10 ill* 3fc right angles to the outer face of said _ condensing chamber- ami extending rear- 
valve,and the ‘ alve is pivoted in Ibe cap U ; warily beneath the ljarrel of tbo gun, a clo- 
hi’m pin 22, that is nassed through «le cap j stire for lire rear end of said tubular ox ten- 
and through the said arm, at shoiEn iu Figs, I aion, a valve oporatiHl by the gases to cloap 90 
B and 3. The valve ID is held in its open pie j the outlet, for thu bullet after said bullet baa 

13 eitton—that is, is engagement wirb the de- | eacafied and a support against which said 
ieeting-plate—by means ->f a spring 43, ; valve normally rests, I ho said support being 
osually attached to !hv bottom outvr wall of j located lie tween tboend oF the gun fiarrel and 
Lhe chain! x'r IU*, the spring having bearing Lhe ouLlel for the bullet,, substantially as de- 95 
against the ujipor surfaus’of lhe arin SI, aa .scribed. 

30 ahown iu Fig. 2. In order that lhe soring 23 3. A casing adapted for atiavhment to the 
may la* repaired or replaced ulim necessary, barrel of a gun, a chamber al the forwardeud 
An opening is made in the front of toe cap j of said casing and having an iule* in its in- 
below the ehkinTier 16*. and this opening is I ner or rear wall in linn with toe boro uf the 100 
normally closed hj- a block 24. ! gun, a plate in said casing between ibo rear 

35 In ton opera*Luuof the attachment alien a \ mid of said chamber and the ond of tbe gno- 
gtin is fired tin* bullet is discharged as usual, i barrel and a pivoted valve normally resting 
and in passing oul From the barrel does not on the said plate, the plate auo valve being 
touch or interfere with toe mechanism of th* const rocted to ptrmibof the p;vsuagB of a list- 105 
attachment, as lias heretofore been stated. ' let, the said valve being adapted to close the 

40 The expanding-gases strike the deflnetmg- ; opening in the roar end of said chamber iru- 
pUte 15 ami the valve ID at the satnetustant. ; mediately aflar tire escape of the bullet, be- 
Tho de'flncting-plate being rigid and inclined i 3ng carried to suiidclooing position by the ac- 
towanl the valve to rue the flow rtf gas down- ! linn of the gases, substantially as described. 110 
ward in direct iou of the valve, and the valve : 4. A device adapted to control the noise of 

45 hot3g free move outward is thrown against 
its seat IS, as shown in dotted lines in Fig. 2, 
and i» held there until the inside pressure of 
toe gaa In .he ex panHion-ehamhcr and barrel 
°f th* ga» heoninoa equal to the oul side pres- 

5° aure of the atmospheric air plus the tension 

of theapriug 23, whereupon the valve agaio 
°P®os toe gun is ready for another shot. 
The gas, iuetead of rushing into, the air as 
usual, id turned by the valve b«rk iuto the 

55 •xpausion chainber, which the gae itself had 
closed. The action is very quink. the vari¬ 
ous steps deavrilwd following each other iu 
practically u aivinent of litne^ 

Theexpajisyjn.ebarob^r^^jctjimaiudeslbe 
cubic contents of the bore of the gun, acts 
substantially as a condenser, and at the time 

firing no smoke is visible. Upon throwing 
®P«» to» breech of the gun as soon as possi- 

- v After firing a bullet the expansion.-cbam- 
* »iU be found practically filled with a 

^Kht smoke; bnt the deposit upon the lauds 
and grooves ia not more than usual, as the 

: th* expiation of a charge and prevent times 
1 cap** of smoke from the muzzle of a gun,said 
1 device consisting oF a easing arrauged for al- 
: caebment iu the muzzle of a gua, lhe casing 1.5 
! being provided with a downwardly and for- 
j wardiy exteuding deflecting-plato having an 
; opening in line with the axis of tow barrel, 

the casing being pruvidod with a passage-way 
! for a bullet forward of 1l«> deflecting plate, iso 
: and a valve normally resting with its upper 

end on ?mid deflecting- plate, and adapted to 
bo moved to dose said passage-way by the I' accuui ulatiou of gases w i t lun the said casing, 
aa described. 123 

5. The combination, with the barrel of a 
I gnu, a casing attached to toe muzzle of said 

barrel, and a cap removably secured id the 
j forward end of the casing, too. cap boitig pro- 
1 vided with »u inclined deflecling-piate hav- 130 

ing »□ opening therein in line with the axis 
' of lhe barrel, of aeharabei forward of the 
| dellecting -plate, provided with an opening 
l also in line with the axis of the bore of the 
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appendix E 

SILENCER TECHNIQUES & REPRESENTATIVE PATENTS 

j5.9 through 1631 °f ™ * oerman 
such as flexible baffles vort me, tanding Slle«>cing techniques, 

- — — 
Wa‘:l^n BMaCOn 
Firearms. " A“achment for Barrels of 

A"““. s=,;-. - 
U'S' ^“ntE^elrm!'5' 191° *» Maxim, 

U'3' o'448' 382> i38Ued 31 1 948 to Warren P. Mason, 

U’S- ^rlrm-M^le!9^ £“1 “/ST *“ **-“* I* Matter, 
tachable Husk. ■■ Projectile with Expansible, De- 
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«58,es* 

gun, and a valve having bearing normally 
against the deflecting plate, the e*ki valve 
being forced to a seat at the inlet of the said 
chamber, by the action of Lhe gas accamu- 

5 fated in the barrel and back of the said valve 
and deflecting-plate, afiera ballet haa been 
d lac barged, as described. 

6. The combination with the barrel of a j 
gun, of a casing attached to the 'muzzle of said 

*o barrel, a cap secured in the forward end of 
the casing and provided with an inclined de- 
flecting-plate having an opening iherein in 
line with the axis of the barrel, a chamber 

forward of the deflectiiig-plaie aDd provided 
15 wit n an inlet opening also in line with the 

bore or the gun-barrel and formed with a 

valve seat and n spriug-presaod valve nor- , 
matly resting against the deflecting-plate and 
adapted to be forced against said valve-seat 

10 biilmtaoLiaily as dnacribed. 
7. The combination with the barrel of a 

gun and a casi ng attached to ihe muzzle of 
the barrel and having a tubular extension at 
the lear lower portion provided with a remnv- 

»5 »b e closure at its rear end, of a cap remov¬ 
ably secured in the Forward end of the casing, 1 
the inner face of said cap being inclined from 

the upper edge downwardly And forwardly 
and the said inner face being open from a 

30 point at or near i is hot Loin to a point near the 
top, an inclined deflecting.plateat the npper 
portion of the inclined inner face of the cap 
the eaid (date having an opening in its lower • 
page in longitudinal atineuient with the axis 

35 oflhe boreof the barret, a chamber formed 

"S® [°lW*rd upp*r 60(3 of >«id <*P »nd for- I 
^vi1 j ^besaid chamber being pro- j 
vided with an islet in its inner wail in line I 
With the opening in the plate and the bore of 

40 the barrel, the inner wall of said chamber be¬ 
ing 1 nclinod and having a flange formed there¬ 
on around the inlet-opening and constituting 

avalve sea*, and a pivoted and.spriog-presBed 
valve normally resting at iis upper en(i 

45 JWninst the lower portion of the deflecting 

piate and having an openiDgatila npper edge 
formmg with the opening in the lower edge 
of ihedpfloctmg piate.a passage for the bnl 
let, the said valve being forced to its seat at 

So the inlet-opening of Baid chamber by the ae 
lion of the gases after a bullet has been dis¬ 
charged, the front of said cap below the chnm- 
ber having an opening provided with are- 
movable closure, for the purpose sat forth. I 

! 8. A casing arranged forattachmenttothe 5S 
Darrel of a gun and provided with a gas-con 
denning chamber, and a cap removably se¬ 
cured in ihe forward end of said casing and 
provided with a chamber having an opening 
m line with the axis of the bore of the gon 60 
and forming a passage for a bullet, a valve 
pivoted in sanl cap and operated by the gases 
to close the outlet for the bullet immediately 
afier the escape «f the bullet, the said cap 
being provided with su opening in its front 6* 
in-low the said chamber, and aclosure forsaid 
opening, substantially as described. 

9 A device adapted to couirol the noise of 
the explosion of a charge and prevent the es¬ 
cape of smoke from The murzleof a gnn, the 70 
said device comprising a casing arranged for 
atl achinent to the m lizzie r>f a guu the casing 
being provided with a passage-way for a bul 
let, a valve for closing said passage-way, a 

1 apno;* for normally holding said valve open, 75 
and a deflecring-plat* for turning the flow of 
gas town rd the valve, ihe valve being carried 
to closing position by the gases. 

10. A casing for attachment to the muzzle 
of * gun. a cap removably secured in the for- Bo 
ward end of said casing and having a valve- 
scat with an owning for the pannage of the 
bullet and a valve carried by said removable 
cap And free to swing, the aaid valve being 
normally held in an open position, and adapt 85 
ed to be moved by the action of the gases to 
a closed position, substantially jw described. 

11. A oui ng arra ngml for attachment to the 
muzzlnof a gun, a removable cap fitted in the 
forward end of the casing and having a valve- 9c 
seat with an opening for the passage of the 
bnllet, ihe axis of said opening coinciding 
^*ih the axis of the bore of the gun, a valve 
carried by said cap and free to swing 10 close 
said opening, a spring for normally holding 9<j 
■said valve in the open position, and a deflect- 
uig-plste carried by the cap and arranged to 
deflect the gases toward the valve, the said 
valve being closed by the action or the gases, 
whereby the rah! casi tig receives and confines 10c 
for a time the gaees recalling from firing the 
gnn. 

READE HAOON WASHINGTON. 
AIRBED WILLIS CAPT. 

Witnesses: 
O. A. Hbbkrer, 
H. W. Kei.it. 
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Translation: 2!=5 ;~r 

me 5= E£ sss z£iB r"f‘' 
pressure will be reduced and the gas exit n ' 1 4s way’ the 
elficant noise. 8 wU1 “>uae only an insig- 

sw5«— 

sSrSc«s:-s sas =■• 
;xru£ ss**.?•»“■ arasg^s- 
Will free itself «*«**. 

through the refining portion oftiL b^el (posit^ ““ 

* vhereby only a hissing noise is produced, 

the propellentSgaeefl^wiIf3Leave^hn^t “ 1“i*»*- *U1 he avoided and 

noiaeP. V ^LSni^je^e pit ^ ™«* 
through the insertion of a charging rod/ ^ b* ““ * reinoved 
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Patent Claim 

1. A device for silencing the noise produced by firing a weapon, 

in the following manner. The barrel near the muzzle is to be funnel 

shaped, and to this are to be connected one or more interconnected 

tubes from which the gase9 discharge through many small openings, 

2, Two-part projectile, which is described above. The powder 

charge is to be behind the rear part, which is of the same caliber 

as the straight barrel, and the front part, which is to be loosely 

connected to the first part, will have the same caliber as the narrow 

portion of the barrel. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
PBSCT MAIIM, OF HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT, ASSIGNOR TO miTlf SELXVT 

yXBXABMB SOMPANT, OF NEW TORN. N. T„ A CORPORATION OF NEW JKRSET. 

SILENT FIREARM. 

BpeeUsatUa of fcetten PmUlt Patented M»J 24, 1910. 

AppUa*tlo« fled IwembH 10. 1908. Serial No MB,051. 

Jfc all whom it may concern: 

Be it known that 1, Hiram Percy Maxim, 
a citizen of the United States, residing in 

the city of Hartford, in the State of Ccn- 
• Hecticut, have invented certain new and use¬ 

ful Improvements in Silent Firearms, of 

which the following is a specification, refer¬ 
ence being hud to the accompanying draw¬ 
ing, forming a part hereof. 

19 In the continued use of silencers for fire- 

anus in which the energy of the powder 

gases is dissipated in rotary or whirling 
movement of (he gases before they pass into ■ 
the atmosphere, and in which ■ series of par- ] 

It titions, diaphragms or spreaders arc sup- I 
ported by a shell or casing at the muzzle of : 

the firearm, the rotary or whirling move- ! 
ment of the gases taking place in the cham¬ 
bers formed thereby, the partitions, dia 

H phragms or spreaders nearest the true muz- , 
zle ox the barrel of the firearm are exposed i 
to the highest gas pressure, while those more 1 

remote from the muzzle are exjmsed to much 
leas gas pressure. Lightness in the silencer - 

tt can be secured by making the partitions, dia- ; 
phragms or spreaders* in the zone of high ! 
gas pressure of sufficient strength to with- ; 
stand such pressure and by making the par- j 

titions, diaphragms or spreaders more remote 

M from the muzzle of thinner and even of 1 
lighter material. It is found, however, that 

it is necessary to provide an abutment for ; 
the heavier and stronger diaphragms near j 
the muzzle to support them against the im- ' 

** pact of the gases and to relieve from great ; 
pressure the successive lighter diaphragms, , 

which are liable to lie crushed eventiiallv if i 
the resistance is through them. 

One object of the present inventiou, therc- 
Jore, is to provide such n construction of 
silenoers of this character as sludl be ca¬ 
pable of withstanding the impact of the 
gaaes while at the same time the minimum . 

of weight in the silencers is secured. Fur- : 
** thormore, in .silencers of this character which ; 

ar9 eccentric with reaped to the axis of the j 
gj»n barrel, it is necessary to assure accurate : 

Minement of the openings through the sue- ! 
cessive diaphragms for the passage of the ! 

«0 projectile. i 

. It is, therefore, a further object of this ! 
invention to provide a construction by which j 
such a linemen! of the openings through the i 

diaphragms shall be secured without requir¬ 
ing great labor in the assembling of the dia- ab 
phragrns and casing. 

The invention will be more fully ex¬ 

plained hereinafter with reference to the ac¬ 
companying drawing in which it is illus¬ 
trated and in which— 00 

Figure I is a view in side elevation of an 

ordinary sporting rifle equipped with a 
silencer which embodies tho invention. Fig, 

2 is a detail view in section and on a larger 

scale of the silencer shown in Fig. 1, a por- is 
■ tion of the barrel being also represented, 

j Fig. 3 is a face view of one of the dia- 
i phragins, showing the recesses in tha dr- 
! riainfierenre thereof. Fig. 4 is a transverse 

! ration of the supporting shell or casing, 70 
showing the longitudinal key. 

In the embodiment of the invention shown 
, in the drawing there is secured to the ex- 
i tmnilv of the barrel a of the gun, in any 
1 suitable manner, as by screw threads, a cas- 16 

ing d. which is preferably substantially cir- 

; cular in cross section and of greater or less 
; length as may be required and forms a sup- 

: port and >ndosure tor the series of single 
; silencing devices or partitions or diaphragms 60 

■ or spreaders e by which the gases, which es¬ 
cape at the muzzle of the barrel a, are com- 

1 pulled to acquire, within succeseive cells or 

chambers formed by the diaphragms e, a ro- 
; tarv or whirling movement. P5 
! fn the embodiment of the invention shown 
' each single silencing device e is generally 
; circular or annular with reference to the 

, axis of the shell or casing a, and is spiral or 

I conchoids i. in cross section, an opening e' 95 
! being formed for the passage of the pro- 

joctile. In the construction shown, such 

opening i« eccentric with respect to the axis 
of the shell or casing. As is now well un¬ 

derstood, the powder gases are directed by 9A 

. the frusto conical portion of each dia- 
: phrugm or spreader, or single silencing de- 

j Vice, into the annular chamber formed by 
• the diaphragm and acquire therein a rapid 

: rotary motion in which tlieir energy is dissi- 109 
j pated. Tho diaphragms or spreaders, as tf3, 
■ nearest the muzzle of the gun are naturally 
j subjected to the highest pressure of the 
! gases, whiles tbo«* more remote from the 

! imuszie are subjected to a considerably lower 199 
j pressure. Those more remote from tho 



!Sr«*h f | JT.^; ?«"««. wia the .pkp 

5 ,”*3’ ev<“ •» ot *luminum, \ ‘i'riw'T7 '“■,™‘i“i: 
wiuJo those t,e.rer the muzzle sre made oi „ri- b» ,AE ‘,t'vw? tor £***''™h «m- 
M»L However, should the di.phmgms or nhiS» J 1 '“‘f*’ * ™ of die- ,J 
spreaders nearer the muzzle rest Three Llv 1 Hr sP”*ders disposed in the shell 
against these more remote from the muzzil ! S reru?l4! ft<>m the muzzle and form- 

to ■» tb.t the lultcr receive the pressure trim’ I diard r,™™'*™'1 “f 'rr.. each of tbr 
mitted through the former, £££ daphragurn or s-pruuderu having „ openW 
oveutu^lj h. breken doro! SS .ndH » 

this, ML abutment is formed in the shell or ■ s„r-J,I«»er 7 or strong tliiipbrstpn or 
casuig d lo receive the pressure of the dia ! J» «>e shell „r mmng ad 

15 phragms or spreaders in the zone of high ' 1 of the firearm anti also 
gas pressure Such abutment mar be ! 1 ®P™reg for the pattaage of tha 
ously formed, hut as a convenient^m? himr- aTnlw^'r1 ^ ?heil *^4 an > 
pensive, but effective construction, the shell uenE -to tlle forward pressure of 
or c«uug ti, after the lighter diaoh^ms r r d'»pbregrn or spreader, where 

SO spreaders e have been placed tlirreil ,, *|te *tghter diaphragms or spreaders 
fo™*1 "ifo »n inner circumferential ridoe remote^from the muzzle of the firearm are 
or shoulder d\ as by spinning, and avaiiS : tbe’ Pressure of the heavier dia- K 
such abutment the heavier iKo.hr,,™ 7 i fJ>,regm ur spreader. 
S,rf**rs «’ rest. If will be^dSdtaSd 1 s,t<»oing device for treanu, eom- 

“ thet the number of heavier or slrm^r dS^ i ’l l St‘ ™PP«rtinB dt,U or casing, a serS, 
phragms or spreaders employed will'denemi or spreaders dispoJLd in the 
upon the character of the gin to whS the ; 1 °T r™“*e f™> the^mmzle and *° 
fencer ts applied. For a %ht pTwcr,K£V SUmssi''" cf “ 
it is sufficient to provide one iSuvv strel IT. I1*,"1'5 fT having an open. 

” Jf tiff l"r 5pre“fr e’> >s *™ m Fifs ZfJZ if; '““t*' 01,,he projectile ^d 
of the drawing, but with a gun of h.Ster -hfi ,*- *,mul“r cell substantially con. „ 
power two or more of the hSw steel dia cross S'*'1”. “nil * heavier dia- “S 
phragms or spreaders mav be required Of ^ " ?-r sPreadcr disposed io the shell or 
course the number of the fightelTphr, " “T* idJ*“n‘ to the muzzle of the foe.™ 

3S or spreadere employed will also depend .m i If the® ''I™? ” »P™inK for the passage 

the character of the gun to wbSThe’T m.llr ™T *1™ funnimv „ ,Z , 

dfST ISr“fT led 40(1 the effect to he pro- ! -fllLf ^ilnfl"I1J ctmchoidal iu cross 
In tue construct ion shown in Fre 2 I ™’ Ji*,1“PPOftmg shell or casing hav- 

space m provided withm the shell or Sw «5hZ ah“<m“t r*' rewi''9 '!» Pressure of 
nhSUf"™ th’n,““ heavy of strong die? bv ffte <hVllr*gn< or spreader, where- 
puragm or spreader and a spacing dervr rf4 a|aphragtns or spix-adprs re- 

?r USSeP toihdd ihe i niaZ7Ae ^ aSSTS 155 or spreader in place, p ^ j of the pressure of the heavier dia 
It will be understood that fhn * ■ phragtn or spreader. 

45 “f “ abutment for the heavie^diapkS^ priaino f,Cnd7lK for firearma, com- 
r spreadent us equally desirable, wlictfirr nV dl.^li ‘’ll|if:ortlJdr shell or ruling, a series ... 

the “ c1“r f f°nreutric with the azisof 1 shef] or ^"““fora dispo£d in the 
toC ffjm barret or eccentric with respect tlmie- ! the' casing remote from the muzzle of 

so O /“‘hfoc'tniction shown in the ^ f °f tho ^‘rtragms or 
thfre*fOWCbfr’ lh' 5lwiwr '‘I eccentric and it I iiall^cfT ““ ,m‘^T cell mbstan- 
therefure becomes destrable to provide means i, - cr>nch“<iu| Ul cross section and havint- , 
for readily asuuriiig the accumto al,n?S tlle «,ass:*ff,! «» the projaSl? 
of the epeumgs e in the several diuphre^,. 1 - tlreo l "rU'‘'r 'I1' "treuffer diaphragm or 

««>wpt^t,br£i tifucE i Fs° 

waj, hi shown at e3 in Fig, and thp d,?lr *4‘01’ pftssago of the projectik the sun 

l for?td hy rotlin^ or pressing lh pTS5ure of »nch heavier dia l2t 

«^sMsfsi!r^>ria!» 
ilO 

i 7-3 
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d. A silenring device for firearms, com¬ 
prising n aipjajrtitig shell or caning and! h 
^ries of diaphragms or spreaders disposed 

in the shell or casing and fin'ming a surces- 
5 si on of chambers, each of l(iP diaphragms 

or spreaders having an opening em-iUrica!ly 
disposed for the jw^age of the projecti!e, 

the shell or casing having ,m irilerior ridge 
or hey and each of the diaphragms or 

JO spreaders having a key-way (o cooperate 
therewith. 

5l A silencing device for firearms, com¬ 
prising a supporting shell or casing and a 

series of diaphragms or spreaders disposed 
U ia the supporting shell or casing and form¬ 

ing a succession of chambers, each of the dia¬ 
phragms or spreaders forming an annular 
o-lI substantially conchoidal in cross section 
and having an opening eccentrically dis¬ 

posed for the passage of the projectile, the if 
shell or casing having an interior ridge or 

key and each of the diaphragms or spreaders 
having a key-way to cooperate therewith. 

This specification signed and witnessed 
this 27th day of November, A. D-, 1908, 

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM. 

Signed in the presence of— 

Josephine H. Maxim, 
Lena E. Bzkkoyttch. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
EUGAnE THURLER, OF FRIBOURG, SWITZERLAND. 

DEVICE FOE THE SUPPRESSION OF THE REPORT OF FIREARMS. 

1,000,703. Specineticn *f i*tt*n F»te.t. Patented Aug. 15, 1911. 

Application 11*4 Htfrcwber 1, 1910. Serial Ho. 590.817. 

To ail whom it may concern: < is doublet?ailed anil it is made for two- 
Bc it known that T, Eugene Thubuw, a thirds of its iteight of line net-work, the re- 

citizen of the Swiss Confederation, residing maining third being of sheet metal. The 
at Fribourg, of the Swiss Confederation, sleeves d are conically enlarged toward the 

* have invented certain new and useful Im- front end. The narrow rear ends are atl ## 
provements in Devices for the Suppression turned toward the barrel b and constitute 
of the Report of Firearms, of which the fol- together a canal for the projectile I*. The 
lowing is a specification. sleeves ,i have at tlie front end four slots 

This invention relates to devices for less- through which are passed four rods / fixed 
10 ening the report of fire-arms. Anarding on the inside of the tube c and serving to u 

to this invention the energy with which tin? maintain the sleeves d at a given distance 
gases of combustion travel is destroyed by from each other so that each two succeed- 
guiding said gases through a certain num- ing sleeves form a curved passage for the 
ber of chamlxrs which are arranged at a compressed gas. The tube e is surrounded 

1# certain distance apart the one before the by a second fuiw ^ of a greater diameter 70 
other and which have passages for the pro- than e, the position of which is eccentric 
jectile. Tlie gases are thus deviated from with regard io the common aids of the tuhu- 
the trajectory and made to expand gener- lar sleeves d. This tube g is perforated at 
illy in said chambers. the first part g' for one-third of its length. 

SO The devices according to this invention A third tulie A perforated at its rear part 16 
differ from the devices of known types and for one-third or its length surrounds tlie 
serving for the same purpose by the ar tube g. The space between g and A is filled 
rangement that the said expansion cIlrrubers with shavings of metai, such as aluminium, 
have the shape of conical sleeves which are The position of the tube A Ls also eccentric 

M mounted in a casing the rear end of which -with regard to the axis of tlie sleeves d so BO 
is perforated or formed of wire gauze for that the sight c projects over the device for 
j of its length. The inner casing is fur- a few millimeters. 

ther inclosed in one or more mantles which Tlie direction followed by the compressed 
are alternately perforated at the front or gas is shown by the arrows. The projectile 

*0 at the rear end. The gases which are com- P, on leaving the barrel A, eiders into Lhe 66 
pressed at a very high degree of pressure channel formed by the narrow extremities 
when they are being generated are thus of the sleeves d dosing this channel to the 
quickly deviated from the trajectory of the compressed gas which rushes consequently 
projectile. The eases escaping through Lhe through the annular openings of the tube e 

** perforations of the casings, getting hot of into the space between the tubes e and g N 
the conical sleeves is prevented. where it partially expands. From there 

In the accompanying drawing, a plan of the gas escapes through the narrow open- 
execution of the object of the present inven- ings of the first or forward third of the 
tion is shown as applied to a rifle-barrel. tube g into the space between g and A 

40 Figure 1 represents a horizontal longi- where the gas is prevented from expanding tt 
tudinal section of tlie apparatus. Fig. 2 instantly owing to the filling of metal shav- 
Shows a cross section along the line II -II ings, the escape of gas through the open- 
(see Fig. 1). Figs. 3 and 4 have reference ings in the tube A taking place without any 

, “ tbe details of the device .shown in Figs, report. The solid wall of the forward part 
*, a,1d 2. Figs. to 7 show the details of of the tube e prevents the gas from enter- 10# 
three modifications. ing the sleeves d thus escaping by the een- 

The device, represented in Figs. 1 to 4 has tral channel before the shot. Tlie more 
» sleeve a the internal diameter of which is elongated the form of the sleeves the less 
equal to the outer diameter of the barrel i. lhe gas will endeavor to penetrate into the 
An angular slot a' (Fig. 3) at the free end passage for the projectile. 166 
of the sleeve a serves to fix the device to the <>b-crved that the tube e iloes not 
o*rrel 6, said slot being pushed over the touch the wall of the tube g at its upper 

: c- The interior of the apjiaratus is jwrt; tliere is still a space of a few milli- 
provided with a series of tubular sleeves d meters between e and a which is necessary 
Placed oo-axially in the tube «. This tube for the free passage of the gas around the II# 
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tube e. If this tube were to touch the tube 
g tile result would he a pressure rut the pit>- 
Jflctde causing the same to deviate. 

Experiments have shown that the recoil 
6 of a gun titled with the above described de¬ 

vice is only very slightly diminished, the. 
automatic reloading by recoil could there 
fore be accomplished. 

Fig. 5 shows a modified construction ac- 
10 cording to which tlm tubular sleeves are 

differently shaped than in the first i usance. 
According to Fig. C the tube g on this de¬ 
vice has been suppressed. The entire space 
between the tubes e' and A' is filled with 

w si livings. A network A5 has been 
applied U> the inside of the perforated por 
tion of the tube A'. Fig. 1 shows slots A* 
provided in the tube A' for the escape of 
the gas. 

M I claim:— 

An improved device for lessening the re¬ 
port of fire arms in which the compressed 
gases are deviated from the trajectory 0f 

! the projectile by means of consecutive vie 
i niciits which form a channel for the passage •; 
| of the projectile, comprising in combination 
a certain number of elements consisting of 
conical sleeves a tube inclosing said ele¬ 
ments- and pejorated for two thirds of its 
length from the front end to the rear, an 3D 
eccentric casing surrounding said tube and 
composed of two tubes of which the inner 
one is [lerforated at the front part about one 
third of its length, the outer tube being per¬ 
forated at I he rear part for about one third 35 
of its leuglh and a filling of metal shavings 
in the space between said tubes substantially 
as described and shown and for the purpose 
set forth. 

In witness whereof I have hereunto set « 
my hand in the presence of two witnesses. 

EUGENE THURLER. 

Witnesses: 

Albert ok Carsaladk, 
H. C- Coxe. 

Z. THURLCR. 
DE7I0E FOB THE SUPPRESSION OF THE REPORT OF FIREARMS. 

arrucATioi m» idv. s, i»ie. 

1,000,702. Patented Aug. 15,1911. 
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■Translation: Patent No. 629404, "Silencers for Hand Weapons" 
Issued to Hans Eissfeldt, 13 March 1933, in Germany. 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

AUSGEGEBEN AW 
30. APRIL 1930 

REICHSPATENTAMr 

PATENTSCHR1FT 
JVr 629404 

KLASSE 72 a GRUPPE 28 
£ 44045 Xlj7Ja 

Ta* J" *brr d,r Ertrilung dis Patrnts j,. Afrit ,936 

Hans Eissfeldt Nfl. in Hamburg 

SchaJldampfer fur Handfeuerwa.fea 

Silencers for hand weapons are already known. Generally, they 
consist of an elongated hollow cylinder with baffles, idiich either 
partition the chamber or close it off from the atmosphere by use of 
elastic washers. Either way, good results are not obtained because 
the noise, even though somewhat attenuated, always remains. 

In relation to such silencers, the following improvement and dis¬ 
covery is contained herein. The inner chambers will be completely 
filled with a porous material, such as viscous sponge, rubber sponge, 
or a Bimilar material. This material offers no resistance to the 
passing projectile and closes immediately behind it. The gas follow¬ 
ing the projectile will be forced into the many small cavities, where 
It will be delayed prior to arrival at the closing washer until such 
time as the projectile will have passed through and the washer will 
have closed. In this manner, a substantial attenuation of the noise 
will be obtained. 

The objective of this discovery Is illustrated in the following 
sketch. 

Fig. 1 shows a longitudinal view of the silencer in irtiich the 
walls, d, separate the hollow cylinder into separate chambers. The 
chamber, b, is filled with porous material, followed by packing washerB, 
c, and the elastic closing washer, a. 

Fig. 2 shows the view of the muzzle of the silencer with the 
notched closing washer. 

Fig. 3 shows a view of the silencer end attachable to the barrel 
of the weapon. 

Patent Claim 

Silencer for a hand weapon is described as follows. The closing 
packing washers in front of the hollow cylinder are to be made of a 
material which is capable of closing the hole produced by the passage 
of the projectile. One of the divided chambers of the hollow cylinder 
la to be completely filled with rubber sponge, viscous sponge, or other 
•imilar porous material. 
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Patented Aug. 31, 1948 2,448,382 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2.44U8Z 

SILENCER 

Warren F. Maaon, W«t Orange. N. J., assignor 
to M Telephone Ltkontbrin, Incorporated, 
New York. N. Y., a corporation at New York 

Application October 28. 1944, Serial No. £84,436 

t Claim i. 

1 
This invention relates to firearms and more 

particularly to a silencer for reducing the muzzle 
blast. 

The principal object of the Invention Is to 
reduce the noise associated with the muzzle blast 
cf a firearm. Other objects are to reduce the 
•weight, size and cost of a silencer and improve 
the stability of performance 

Important factors in silencing the muzzle blast 
of a firearm are the rapid cooling of the power 
gases and the reduction of pressure before they 
emerge An effective silencer utilizing these 
principles comprises a chamber containing heat 
absorbing material through which the bullet 
passes. The effectiveness of such a device de¬ 
pends, among other things, upon Its cross-sec¬ 
tional area. Applicant has dir covered, however, 
that the importance of having a Large cross- 
sectional area diminishes considerably toward the 
front end of the silencer. 

In accordance with the Invention, therefore, 
the chamber has at its front end a section dI 
reduced cross-sectional area. Weight, size and 
cost are reduced without seriously affecting the 
efficiency of noise reduction. The silencer may 
be built as an attachment or. preferably. the rear 
portion of the chamber may be built around the 
barrel of the firearm, with communicating holes 
through the barrel. The heat absorbing material 
may be metal screen, which may take the form 
of apertured discs, stacked one upon another and 
preferably held in compression. Plating the 
screen with some metal such as tan before punch¬ 
ing the discs will Increase the stability of per¬ 
formance. 

The nature of the Invention wifi be more fully 
understood from the following detailed descrip¬ 
tion and -by reference to the accompanying 
drawings. In which like reference characters refer 
to similar or corresponding parts and In which: 

Pig. 1 Is a side vi?w, partly in section, of a 
silencer In accordance with the invention at¬ 
tached to a firearm: 

Figs. 2 and 3 are cross-sectional views, to larger 
scale, of the silencer of Fig. 1 taken along the 
lines z—1 and 3—3, respectively; 

Fig. 4 is a aide view, partly in section, of a 
modified form Of the silencer of Fig l in Which 
the rear portion Df the chamber Ls built around 
the barrel; and 

Mg. 5 is a cross-sectional view, to larger scale, 
of the silencer of Fig 4 taken along the line 8—4. 

Fig 1 shows one form dI the sllrneer IB at¬ 
tached to +he end of the barrel 11 of a firearm 
12. The silencer ID comprises a cylindrical 

<CL W—14) 
2 

chamber having a rear section J J and a front 
section Zl, both contain ng heal absorbing ma¬ 
terial. through which the bullet passes with min¬ 
imum clearance. The sLdc walls of the rear 
section 13 arc formed by the meta! tube 14 which 
■s securely fastened at the rear to the apertured 
end piece 15 and at the front end Is internally 
threaded to receive the apertured connector IT. 
The heat absorbng material in the section 11 is 

lfl in the form of a number of annular di-cs 14 Of 
metai screen stacked on’ upon another and held 
in compression by the connrctor IT. The end 
piece 16 includes as an integral part thereof an 
intpmally threaded collar 14 which screws onto 

l j the threaded muzzle of the barrel 11 to hold the 
silencer II securely in position. 

The front section 21 comprises a metal tube Z2 
securely attached at Its rear to the connector 11. 
threaded at Its front end to receive the annular 

20 end piece 21. and filled with annular diecs 24 of 
metal screen. A forward sight 28 is provided 
at the front end of the silencer ID. In order to 
save drawing space parts of the sections 13 and 
If have been removed. Figs. 2 and 3 are cross- 

25 sectional views 
The eOectlveness of the silencer 10 depends 

upon Its length and cross-sectional area. How- 
r-ver. applicant has found that the cross-sectional 
area may be reduced at the front end of the 

jai silencer without a proportional reduction In Its 
ability to silence the muzzle blast. This Is due 
to the fact that the powder gases have already 
been considerably lowered In temperature and 
pressure before they reach the front portion of 
the silencer and so it takes a smaller cross- 
sectional area to cool them a given additional 
amount. Therefore. In accordance with the In¬ 
vention. the front section 21 has a smaller cross- 
sectional area than the section 13. Furthermore. 

40 the original efficiency may be restored by a com¬ 
paratively slight addition to the length of the 
silencer 10 There results, however, a consider¬ 
able reduction in weight and volume. This re¬ 
duces the cost of the silencer and. more import- 

45 antly. improves the balance of tiie firearm. 
Ftga. 4 and S show a modified form of the 

silencer It In which tlse mar section II is built 
around the barrel 11 of the firearm 12. The side 
walls of the section II are formed by the met*! 

60 tube 18 which Is closed fit the rear by an end 
piece 24 securely fastened to the barrel f I and 
at its front end by an apertured and flanged 
metal dire If. The section Zl is substantially 
filled With heat absorbing material in the form 

Bd of layers of metal screen 1* wrapped around the 
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bwnl II. To permit the powder cues to «"»** 
tao netlon IT there are provided a number of 
aolei II thmicti the mUl of the harm if. These 
m»r. tor example. be drilled and, as shown, are 
ananced in four rows spaced Bo decrees apart. 
The distance of the first hole U from the breach 
of the firearm 11 largely determines the miBi. 
Telodtr of the bullet, assuming a given welcht of 
Hullet and a liven powder charge. It has been 
found that. In order to save welcht, the outer 
dimeter of the standard barrel may be turned 
down somewhat without unduly weakening tL 
As shown, the Motion IT may be eccentrically 
mounted, with the larger part under the barrel 
II, so that It may be of larger diameter without 
Interfering with the bn* of sight 

The front section 14 comprises a metal tube 

II internally threaded at Its rear to screw onto the 
threaded end of the barrel 11, internally threaded 
at Its front end to receive the annular end piece 
Mland filled with annular discs II of metal 

The screen la preferably plated with aamK mrt*l 
such, for example, as tin before the ^tb II and 
SI are punched. It haa been found that this win 
iwgely overcome the tendency of the discs to 
develop loose wire ends which might accidentally 
come into contact with the bullet as It 
through them and adversely affect the dispersion 
pattern. The hales in the discs IB and 34 are 
preferably made only large enough to Insure 
clearance for the bullet. 

What la claimed Is: 

L A silencer for firearms comprising a chamber 
and a plurality of annular discs of meta/ro^n 
positioned within said chamber transversely with 

■ tawltlldhui ul. tbtrSrf CLra 
B bring stacked one upon another under octnpres- 

rion and substantially filling said chamber n- 

. .1. “ P^Keway therethrough providing 
only minimum clearance for a bullet <mi* 

«cordance with claim i m 
M which said disc* are plated with tin. 

WARREN P. MASON. 
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A'D FBOJi.f- 
ITLE wrru R\?ANSIBli; DETACHABLE IIUSK 

Rich aid L. Maher, 241 {Detail Pariwai. York. \.V. 
Rl*d Ian. 10. 1962, Ser. No! 165,334 

I Claim. {Cl. 89—14) ■' 

this uivenrion is for a novel cenilimation generally 
charaitmTeJ as a firing piece, as for example, a rifle, 
which is particularly adapted io ibe firme of a husk bullet 
and husk shot. ~ j, 

Another object of the invention involves novel methods 
of projecting such buffets with a view to mou-s»:ii£ the 
raiLie. accuracy and recoil reduction of the linns piece. 

As is well underuooJ in the art of firearms I lie inertia 
of ib? billet or projectile at the i.ximem nl firing sets up JJ 
eno/miM.s Besses in the bullet or projectile which cause 
it to try to move off to one slide or the ocher of the -sis 
ot rhe bore ot the weapon and to rum so as to cause it 
to wobble or yaw as it moves down ihc bore nn.l issues 

2 

Tbe firing chamber of a rifle to vsfurti ihe .imi-rceoi! an.t 

ot 'v ~K>nl "f .!1;' ^s JV’s'i -iprljed; 
i rut ki .ii a sn'iiiaj view of die m.uwk- aoJ of the 

h:lsk h',lEl ii',KA *» «K«--riw from ii; 
Hj! Kl- J is ci siimUr v.*-x sLowing successive smses 

the Mu-; nrd eluMr.;t:ne ibe separation of ibe buffei 
proper ■ • ren i.ii- hu-1; and 

r KiL RE 4 is a stniLr vkx showing a still filer stage 
in the opera,ix»n o: :Jie ilctuc. namely just after the bullet 
proper ..as issued from ihe uliachme/it but with ibe husk 

belli nViT hn,'nl :,rhl '"fmcniariiy trapping the gases 

Hx- subject matter of this invention has its prune 
", l* m iKVlfo.l wilh the firing of hi>k bullets. 'Such 

,UsW*,i!f-,t it '?:ic fnrm in the drawings AiJached 

As iljL-slrate.l in HG. 1. the h.invl HD of a rilfe. for 
e.tauipl:. is pro-i UJ wiih a suitably rifled bore 12. which 
ei'innumonies w.-:li the firingchamber. 

Ihe J:i;>k bulk-tsunrisuof a short cylindrical soft met.,I from it 

!since the conventional bullet is made refariecli soft 
and ductile so that it will properly engage the riding of 
the barrel of the firing piece, these enormous stresses also 
cause it to become deformed and inihal.nrad. Upon 
ns exit from ibe bore of ibe Urine piece the bullet mains 2*' 
Liiese dJstoru'ons or wobbling sndcoekcd conditions, cans- 
mg a resultant undesirable inaccuracy at ranee. 

These various undesired coodiliims and effects arc in 
creased the shoiter the herring surface of the proiccllle 
xn relation to its overall length 30 

An important object of this invcnJ:or. is to provide 
either a perni.,Deiu or removable atucbnient f.sr rhe barrel 
niwrle of a ride, for example, which guides the bullet 

, onto the pais of ihe rifle bore after its exit lbercfrom 
and separatum from its husk. J> 

Additional objecis include reduced weight or hu*i due 
to reduced length: increased dur:;b.|ii> of hu,k due to de¬ 
creased btilii reduced bearing surface of .he bullet proper 
m relation ii» ns overall Jrngib due in ihe virtual clrm- 
jnatron of arceiwution at the ma??le: and increased ver 4,1 
satilriy of attachment due lo displaceable guide nose 
pieces. 

A further «bjecr is to pro-, sic such in attachment which 
m combination wvib a liusk bul.ei ulij greatly reduce the 
recoil of the gun. ' 45 

Sidl another object of the invention is lo provide such 
an attachment which in comhinuuon with a busk bnriet 
will serve io pjotect ihe rr‘ jcvlile proper i«im ihe dis¬ 
turbances nor,:,ally cjikcJ by the Iroiiir.g cloud of gases 
ai the lime of tlie KSUa-\e of the bullcr proper from the ^ 
gun and its aifarfugers' 

A furihci object of ihiv invention is to provjJe such 
“ ““‘Vratm pn> m lhc m of ho.k toll,,, 
havmg a rcL.tivJy shoiter bearing surface of the husk in 
relation to ihe.i overall Icneth while a-.oiding the inac- 65 
curacies resu-ting non ndulatiM. wobbling „r.d c-vkmg 

°^le?C| v^ EI PriW !=,'',U',Jtcd d,iTir,t’ i:s t*r^ of ac- 

O.ber obij.-is of ih> .mention include now! methods fln 
of JCCL-Ieraiing and piojecr ng rulieis unJer conditions of 
extrenie aceuiacv. 

1 ..W 'S “ r; '1 ,lc of of,. 

Oihtr onJ m.v. .Icoilcj .v.-jc-i .of ;kt mMicm -ill 65 
It orpoi™, t,o.„ ,h.. foil..-,o3 J„o,i,f,o„ of ,hl. em. 
reaimenr of the in-.rnn tn ili.-.i,.i .1,. . 
drawings. ,ht a™^.>:ng 

in the drawings. 

Ht.URT I is j vert.Ldl. cenrr.,1. cn>ss^cct;ona] view 7,) 
ibtough a porL-cn 01 a husk bullet crrn.dge posn.oncd in 
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cup 26 which 1, >ec,inrd aroiinJ Ihe trailing c-Jge ,->f ihe 
preyime piopet 2K. this projectile will he m;t.le of r;nv 
n. Uie n.-ieiiaU usu.ilty uvailable for ibis purpose. ;mj 
s.rn. of oj.ir,.-. mcluile pe’lei vh,st soeh as Uoed ,n S|UR 
.. riv. The cup 26 can be ma.lr 11; vurious forms, hut as 
"lustrw'e... jvot cylindrical iistr, anJ lonsiluJinalJv spin 
on ojifxvvie mJcs ,rom its end to :md adjacent its 
cloved c r«j. x> s eka, from h IG. >. j hrs cup is erunped, 
cemen.ed. or otherwise ctUched to the pre^ctile proper 
so Cv jo form a iimiury x«semlily prior to firins. 

As i, clear from FIG. 2. the external diameter of ihu 
cup is properly adjusted to ihe bore of the nfle lo form 
1. u'u;,l wlu|L* ibe projectile proper 2» i» of lesser 
diameter r,nd can liuve sl.rlcreni fouus. as (or example a 
Imic Ptvnt or a short poiul. as rlluvlrated. The length 

““ “r » «» *rrar tatr. ,60 k, «aU«ik 
shorter than would be required in tire dothuI ease 10 pre- 
vent wed'Ke. terrung. yawing, and the Jile. ibe shcfl 
proper S. sec TIG. t, is t>f eom^e provided with ihe usual 
«p ft* .c .ivr.ter.rv ai>.! firing tapy imr shown. 

’he Jc;R1 the lerminal end 14 of fl:B tar- 
ret ID is shown 01 reuuee*I external diameter and nro- 
vidul wuh e-3ttcrru*l threads by means of which the sleeve 
16 of the Jc-suil and fiiiding ariachment is secured thereto 

^rlcjitcmary mtcrrul Threads. In turn, ihe end of 
the Sleeve It is internally threaded to receive a ewe or 
nose piece 18 hy means of convplcrnentarv threads as 
shown. Tbe core 1« is provided wit], a cylindiical nr.s- 

r’h.^h ’he.a>:\^ U'flkh J'Ci ^ ,hc of tie bore of 
tne Parrel. JJiB passage consuls of a rnincined co'.ical 
■section 20 and a concentric cylindrical gurde bore section 

I2' u ,J,irneler oF ,be euide bore section 22 is less 
than ihe drsmeicr of ihe here of the barrel and is pref. 

fr“1'.li !5Jeb*' ils Jiameter lo the diumcler of the pro- 
jeid.le 23 so as to provute a light p/ctv fit therewith. The 
duimcier of rhe entrance end of ibe conical pur Lion 2<i 
ii equal to the internal dranveicr of Ibe sleeve 3 6. so as 
to form a sample iiansiiion point therewith for a pur¬ 
pose 10 be explained later. Tbc ey Itndrieal gi.-iJe bore s«c- 
twe 22 of the ntvsc pie^ preferably has a length about 
equal to ibe length of the bearing surface of Ihe bullet 
proper 2B. 

The slcere |6 is provided with a series of radial pas- 

™ 2t^ft,Cb rTCviH' **■!* PWts for the explosive 
ga^es. These passafl-v in3y br of various forms such .is 
cyhry.ri.al apertures. shvt^ arvH ihe like, and ihev may¬ 
be d,v. maned uirsiinh patlerns circumferentially around 
Ibe sleeve 16 These porisi 24 et.jresp.md to the similai 
ripe el pert* now wj.lefy usee! ,n vririLHi» forms of r-im 
choke*, recoil cKninaio:». maj7lt brakes and thc like, 
and. ot sour*.-. ** r, wviu.-umev done, thev mav be nvmte 
adju*u*cic in she Jisch.irgc arci. 

3.13B.9D1 

When a firing piece in accordance -with this invention 
j$ fired the explosive in the cartridge casing is activated in 
the usual manner, generating tremendous gas pressure be 

, hind Ihe husk 2* containing ihe projectile 23. The bnsk 
bullet is therefore rapidly .accelerated down the barrel 
16 in the usual manner and moves into the casing formed 
by the sleeve 16 and tlie core 13 to a condition illus¬ 
trated in FIG. 3. As soon as the busk bullet is released 
from the discharge end of the barrel IB, the husk 26 
opens up under the forces attendant at high velocily, sepa- 
ial« substantially from the projectile 23, and slides along 
the interior surface of the passage in the sleeve 16 until 
it engages the entrance end of the conical portion 20, 
» illustrated in HG. 3. This causes thc husk to be 
relatively decelerated with respect to the projectile 23, so 
Uut the projectile progresses cnwardljr av an independrnl 
piece into the passage 22. This passage being accurately 
positioned on the axis of the barrel and having a light 
press fit with the projectile 23 steadies it, taking away 
from it any wobbling or off course movement that it may 
have. 

At the same lime the decelerated husk 26 blocks the 
movement of the explosive gases issuing from the barrel 
behind it sufficiently to increase their pressure. These- 
gases therefore tend to discharge through the ports 24 at 
an increased velocity which discharge continues and is 
aided when Ihe condition illustrated in FIG. 4 is reached 
where Ihe husk has been forced into ibe guide bore 22 and 
further tends to hlock the escape of the gases except 
trough the ports 24. II will be apparent, therefore, that 
the minimum of recca] afforded by this device is en¬ 
hanced by !br momentary fotward deceleration of tbe 
rapidly moving explosive gases and their resultant in¬ 
creased velocity discharge laterally through the ports 24. 

Going back it will be seen that as the expanded husk 
26 reaches the tapered passage 20 it will he gradually 
contracted or closed back so its original condition. In 
addition it will he compressed as the force of the gases 
drives it through the guide bore passage 22. The husk 
being hollow and of soft, deformable, ductile material 
such as copper, for example, can be squeezed or con¬ 
tracted sufficiently so that it will be forced through the 
guide bore passage 22 and ejected behind the projectile 

FIG. 4 iduslrates another advantage of utilitarian fea¬ 
ture of the subject matter of this invention; as is well 
known in this art thc explosive gases which surround ihe 
trailing edge of thc projectile at ibe moment of issoc 

5 from Ihe barrel lend to engulf ami disturb the flight of 
the projectile and Jo that extent reduce the accuracy of 
flight. As illustrated in FKi. A, Ihe trapping of the ex¬ 
plosive gases within the allachmcnt by thc husk 26. ah 
though momentary, is sufficient io permit the projectile 23 

10 to get well started on its flight before Jbe husk is emillcd 
and the gases begin to escape. The result is that little if 
any disturbance of the flight of ibe projectile results from 
the* gases. 

In view of The above description of or* embodiment of 
15 this invention illustrating ibe principles thereof, rt wall be 

apparent lo ibose skilled in the art that many of the struc¬ 
tural details herein disclosed can be varied without depart¬ 
ing from Ihe novel subject matter of this invention. It is 
preferred, therefore, that the scope of protcclion afforded 

2D hereby be determined by the claim as the selected em¬ 
bodiment is provided for illustrative purposes only. 

What b claimed is: 
A firearm comprising in combination 4 projectile, an 

expansible, detachable husk secured to said projectile, said 
25 husk being cup shaped and having an end wall and a 

plurality of integral, separable, cujved wall portions, a 
gun barrel having a projectile bore, and a projectile sta- 
biliring means at tbe exit end of said barrel having an 
apertmed husk and gas confining cylindrical wall form- 

30 ing a chamber with an internal diameter greater than that 
of said bore, said means having a projectile guiding exit 
passage having a diameter less ihan that of said bore, and 
providing a light press fit for said projectile and a com¬ 
press** fit for said husk, said means also having a conical 

35 passage converging into said exit passage and acting to 
contract said husk for movement through said passage, 
said husk being detached in and expanded into contact 
with ihe wall of saul chamber and being contracted and 
delayed by said conical passage for trailing movement 
through said exit passage behind said projectile. 
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APPENDIX F 

* RELATIVE LOUDNESS OF DISCREET SOUND PULSES 

Presently there exists no analytical criterion for estimating 

loudness of a transient sound signal from its pressure-time history. 

The usual means of measuring and specifying such signals is by their 

peak SPL’s. Since loudness of a discreet sound signal is also time 

dependent, it is important to re-examine the qualitative significance 

of this dependence. The most reliable and revealing data are to be 

found in the commonly used equal-loudness-level contours for con¬ 

tinuous pure tones. The frequency range below approximately 

200 cps is of little use here, since the single cycle time periods 

of these tone are well above that to be found in small arms sound 

signatures. Within the frequency range from 200 to 8000 cps, the 

loudness level (phons) of a pure tone of given SPL is approximately 

independent of frequency. Above this range the loudness level de- 

creases,to a first approximation, directly with frequency. All 

attempts to exemplify the human ear by a dampec spring-mass system 

seem to fail in explaining the above frequency-loudness relationship. 

However, through inductive reasoning, the whole loudness level spec¬ 
trum as described above can be reprsented by: 

(1) 

(2) 

Pm = peak sound pressure; 

f = pure tone frequency, cps. 

The pressure-time area (Jpdt) of the positive half-cycle of a sinus- 
oidal tone is 
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A _ JjH _ ^Pm (T/2) 
nf tt ^ 

where 

T/2 - l/2f, half-cycle time duration. 

Thus, the loudness levels can be defined in terms of the recurrent 

character of the pure tone i. e. , 

200 < f < 8000, LL 20 log Pm 
.0002 

(4) 

i> 8000, LL «, 20 log P™ _ 30 /Ak°° ' A \ 
. 0002 \ 1 6000 

Or, in terms of the positive half-cycle time durations. 

200 <f< 8000, LL« 20 log Pm 
*. 0002 

f > 8000, LL « 20 log ——- 
S .0002 

where 

(T/2)g000 = 1/2(8000) = . 063ms. 

The last equations indicate that: 

1. Up to approximately 8000 cps, the tone loudness level is 
es sentially equal to peak SPL. 

2. Above approximately 8000 cps, the tone loudness decreases 

almost proportionately to the tone's half-cycle time duration. 

If the same conclusions are applied to the singular sound pulses, 

their loudness levels can be expressed by: 

. 063 ms < t < 2. 5 m& LL 20 log —■~T1 _ 
& .0002 

t < . 063 ma , LL. 20 log -^--30(^1) 
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where 

t = time duration of the sound pulse in ms. 

This suggests that the loudness level of a sound pulse longer in 

time duration than approximately 0.063 millisecond is numerically 

equivalent to the peak SPL. The loudness level of a sound pulse 

shorter in time duration than 0.063 millisecond decreases approx¬ 

imately as its time duration. This is partially borne out by the 

records of silencers fired at Frankford Arsenal and partially by the 

widespread tendency to specify transient sounds by their peak SPL. 

Although qualitatively significant, to date the above equations are 

based only on a somewhat boldly assumed analogy between transient 

and continuous sounds. 

It is interesting to note that the ''loudness level'1 (phons) is 

not representative of how loud a signal sounds. In other words, the 

loudness of a signaldoes not double with doubling of number of phons. 

The true loudness is represented by Bones, which are related to 

phons by 

L = io*°33{LL-40) (7) 

where 

L - loudness in soneB. 

From previous analysis, if the sound pulses to be dealt with 

are longer than 0. 063 millisecond, the loudness in sones can be 

represented by, 

L = 10.033[<SPL)mix -«] jg) 

which is dependent only on the peak sound pressure level. A plot 

of loudness (L) vs peak SPL follows. Here may be seen the true 

relationship between peak SPL and how loud the signal actually 

sounds. As an example, a signal of 102 db peak SPL sounds twice 

as loud as a signal of 90 db, since the latter is half the number of 

sones of the former. 
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JUST OF PATENTS 

Patents - United States 

No. Date Inventor Title 

381 950 1 May 88 N. W. Pratt Pneumatic Ordnance 
618 901 7 Feb 99 L. Peterson Gun Barrel 
658 934 2 Oct 00 R.M. Washington, etc Attachment for Barrels of Firearms 
692 819 11 Feb 02 J. E, Bissell Means of Effecting Noiseless Discharge 

of Guns 
785 975 28 Mar 05 S. N, McClean Means for Controlling Recoil and Muzzle 

Blast of Guns 
786 230 28 Mar 05 S. N. McClean Recoil Controlling Means for Guns 
8 32 695 9 Oct 06 J. O. Nygaard Attachment to Barrels of Firearms 
855 439 4 Jun 07 J. Adrianson Extensible Jacket for Revolvers 
880 386 25 Feb 08 H. P. Maxim Silent Firearm 
916 885 30 Mar 09 H. P. Maxim Silent Firearm 
951 770 B Mar 10 J. M. Miller Silencer 
953 943 5 Apr 10 B, B. Childress Gun Muffler 
955 694 10 Apr 10 G„ P. Riggs Gun Attachment 
956 717 3 May 10 R. A. Moore Silencer for Firearms 
958 934 24 May 10 H. P. Maxim Silent Firearm 
958 935 24 May 10 H„ P, Maxim Silent Firearm 
959 400 24 May 10 J. H. Stinson Gun Muffler 
971 083 27 Sep 10 A, C. Shipley Muffler for Firearms 
984 750 21 Feb 11 H_ Craven Gun Silencer 
984 890 21 Feb 11 D. W, Duddebar Noise Muffler for Exhaust Pipes 
989 158 11 Apr 11 B„ W. King Combined Silencer and Bayonet 

1 000 702 15 Aug 11 E. Thurler Device for Suppression of the Report of 
Firearms 

1 003 531 19 Sep 11 Li. C, Smoot, etc Engine Muffler 

Patents - United States 

No. Date Inventor Title 

006 595 25 Oct 11 C. Red Muffler 

017 003 13 Feb 12 C, H. Kenney Silencer for Firearms 

018 720 27 Feb 12 H. P. Maxim Silencing Device for Firearms 

021 742 26 Mar 12 R. A. Moore Silencer for Firearms 

054 434 25 Feb 13 H. P. Maxim Firearm 

111 202 22 Sep 14 W. E. Westfall Silencer Construction for Firearms 

127 250 2 Feb 15 H, Humm SilenceT 

127 892 9 Feb 15 F, Hornquist Muffler 

130 609 2 Mar 15 S. T. Jones Muffler for Shotguns 

143 814 22 Jun 15 P. J. DeVries Gun Muffler 

171 242 8 Feb 16 A. T. Prather Attaching Means for Gun Silencers 

173 687 29 Feb 16 E. W. Thompson Firearm 

207 264 5 Dec 16 O. J. Bailey Silencer for Firearms 

229 675 12 Jun 17 E. W. Thompson Gun Silencer and Recoil Reducer 

259 251 12 Mar 18 B. Love Firearm Attachment 

289 750 31 Dec 18 F. J. Hauman Muffler 

331 474 17 Feb 20 S. D. Master Gun 

341 363 25 May 20 A. Fiala Silencer and Flash Obscurer 

342 978 8 Jun 20 F. W. Young Flash & Recoil Reducer for Firearms 

351 960 7 Sep 20 O. C. Moyers Flash Eliminator 

354 416 28 Sep 20 S. Oliver Silencer Coupling 

363 058 21 Dec 20 Schneider 

390 658 13 Sep 21 R. M. Towson Recoil Neutralizer & Muffler 
406 404 14 Feb 22 J. C. R. McCrudden Machine Gun 
427 802 5 Sep 22 B. A. Goodwin Gun Silencer, Flash Cover 8t Recoil Check 
462 158 17 Jul 23 F. Wildner Silencer for Firearms 
477 315 11 Dec 23 A. Combot Exhaust Silencer 
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Patents - United States 

No, Date Inventor Title 

1 48 2 805 5 Feb 24 H, P. Maxim Silencer for Guns 
1 487 214 18 Mar 24 R. L. Detendorf Firearms & Ammunition Therefor 
1 497 553 10 Jun 24 J, Dickman Exhaust Silencer 
1 525 846 10 Feb 25 L,. E. Wurtzbach Silencing Device for Firearms 
1 554 051 15 Sep 25 O. Walker Firearms 
1 605 393 2 Nov 26 R. M. Cutts Climb Arrester 
1 605 864 2 Nov 26 R, Steinegger Muzzle Attachment 
1 636 357 19 Jul 27 Cutts 
1 667 186 24 Apr 28 W. R. Bluedorn Muzzle Attachment for Guns 
1 736 319 19 Nov 29 H. P. Maxim Silencer 

1 763 287 10 Jun 30 Z, Wilman Damping Appratus for Prevention of 

Noise, etc. 

1 773 443 19 Aug 30 Z. Wilman Silencer, etc. 

1 874 326 30 Aug 32 W. P. Mason Sound Muffler 

1 939 700 19 Dec 33 C. F. Hopsetter Muzzle Attachment for Guns 
1 972 065 28 Aug 34 Q, G. Noblitt Muffler 

1 990 837 12 Feb 35 S. H. Morgenstern Exhauster for Internal Combustion Engine 
2 043 731 9 Jun 36 R. B. Bourne Sound Attenuating Device 
2 087 594 20 Jul 37 M. E. Evans Projectile 
2 101 849 14 Dec 37 S. G, Green Muzzle Attachment for Guns 
2 101 850 14 Dec 37 S. G. Green Muzzle Attachment for Guns 
2 112 831 5 Apr 38 R, M. Cutts Compensation for Ordnance 
2 128 936 6 Sep 38 S. G. Green Muzzle Attachment for Guns 
2 143 596 10 Jan 39 NP J.A. Galliot, etc. Recoil Absorber for Firearms 
2 150 161 14 Mar 39 S. G. Green Muzzle Attachment for Guns 
2 184 595 26 Dec 39 Hughes 

2 194 484 27 Feb 40 Hughes 

Patents - United States 

No. Date Inventor Title 

2 191 648 27 Feb 40 N. J.A. Galliot, etc. Recoil Absorber for Firearms 

2 208 093 16 Jul 40 J. L. Brown Gun Silencer St Scavenger 

2 212 685 27 Aug 40 R. H. S. Hughes Control Device for Control of Recoil 

2 212 686 27 Aug 40 R. H. S. Hughes 

2 216 653 1 Oct 40 J. Sauer Suction Muffler 

2 223 014 26 Nov 40 N. J. A. Galliot, etc 

2 233 804 4 Mar 41 R. B, Bourne Fluid Silencer 

2 241 768 13 May 41 F. E. Deremer Silencer Construction 

2 283 607 19 May 42 A. J. Ludwig Muffler Device 

2 348 114 2 May 44 A. M. Dow Gun Stabilizer 

2 351 037 13 Jun 44 S. G. Green Stabilizer for Guns 

7 375 617 8 May 45 R. B, Bourne Gun Silencer 

2 403 699 9 Jul 46 E. E. Wilson Resonator Silencer 

2 442 773 8 Jun 48 W. P. Ma s on Sound Suppressor 

2 448 382 31 Aug 48 W. P. Mason Silencer 

2 449 571 21 Sep 48 B. Walker Silencer for Firearms 

2 451 514 19 Oct 48 J. E, Sieg Compensator for Guns 

2 457 802 4 Jan 49 A. Bauer Silencer & Recoil Reducer, etc. 

2 501 306 21 Mar 50 P. E. Bessiere Silencer with Flat Semicylindrical Ex¬ 

pansion Chamber 

2 50 3 491 11 Apr 50 R. Janz Gun Silencer Including Side Branch Chamber 

2 514 996 11 Jul 50 C. H. Faust Flash Eliminator It Silencer for Firearms 

2 625 235 13 Jan 53 C. P. Caulkins Discharge Silencer It Recoil Compensator 

2 868 078 13 Jan 59 W. J. Jarrett Noise Reducer for Gun 

3 134 330 26 May 64 B. Batou Projectile 

3 138 991 30 Jun 64 R. L,. Malter Firearm Muzzle Attachment & Projectile 
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Patents - France 

No. Date Inventor 

12,850 26 Nov 10 M.R.A. Moore Silencer 
74. 757 17 Sep 17 E, Berthoud Silencer 

401. 168 20 Aug 09 M. H. S, Maxim Silencer 
492. 535 25 Mar 19 E. Rossignol Silencer 
493. 462 9 Aug 19 M. J, Barlowatz, Silencer 
498.339 8 Jan 20 M. R. Brevpaire Silencer 
510. 683 9 Dec 20 M. J. Bran Silencer 
634. 990 3 Mar 28 M. L. Bielecki Silencer 
644. 379 5 Aug 28 J. Duchenet Silencer 
647.561 26 Nov 28 M. F. Wilman Silencer 
684, 938 2 Jul 30 M. J, Vergne Silencer 
737. 125 7 Dec 32 A. G. I. R. Silencer 
786. 143 27 Aug 35 Kagan, etc. Silencer 
786.895 11 Sep 35 E. G. Caron, etc. Silencer 
8 56. 238 18 Mar 40 H. Liberia Silencer 
858. 032 15 Nov 40 A. Chantreux Silencer 
864. 735 3 May 41 E. Pister Silencer 
866. 587 20 Aug 41 P. C. F. DuBoi s Silencer 
911. 148 28 May 46 M. Marcel Silencer 
918. 658 14 Feb 47 J. J. Stapelle Silencer 
981.733 30 May 51 H. A. J. Guarniery Silencer 
981,869 31 May 51 J. A. Mouret Silencer 

1. . 003. 025 14 Nov 51 S, A. Silto Silencer 
1. . 021. 270 26 Nov 52 L. Baer Silencer 
1. 123. 835 18 Jun 56 J. M. Lefebore Silencer 

Patentb - Germany 

No. Date Inventor Title 

B 453 5 Jun 28 C, A. Aeppeli Silencer 

144 415 3 Mar 01 R. Schultz Silencer 

150 359 20 Dec 02 H. Bandish Silencer 

172 49B 21 Sep 05 F. HauBsner Silencer Attachment 

191 758 2 Jun 19 A. M. Low Improved Silencers for Guns 

210 314 19 Apr OB B. Gavriloff Gun Silencer 

212 126 14 Feb 08 E. K. Kloesz Gun Silencer 

214 226 3 Nov 08 W, Kristandt Gun Silencer & Muffler 

215 488 16 Apr 08 P. Schader Gun Silencer 

231 957 4 Sep 09 P. Klan Gun Muffler 

241 846 11 Jul 09 C. Billerbeck Silencer 

298 935 19 Jan 15 P. Schauer Silencer 

301 229 30 May 16 F. Stendenbach Silencer for Small Arms 

303 306 2 Jun 17 B. Hass Muffler 

314 192 4 Aug 17 O. Hoffmann Gun Muffler 

314 842 29 Nov 17 K. W. Hess, etc Silencer 

316 274 25 Oct 18 K. Schenkl Muffler 

317 577 9 Jan 17 G. Nothiger, etc. Muffler for Pistol 

351 625 1 Dec 17 W. Altendorf Muffler 

629 404 9 Apr 36 H. Eissfeldt Muffler 

665 167 4 Mar 36 Sewais Silencers, Ltd. Absorbtion Material 

695 929 28 Feb 39 K. Rehor Silencer 

732 487 20 Apr 38 W. Klaus, etc. Silencer & Muffler 
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Patents - England 

No. Date Inventor Title 

104 199 21 Feb 17 E. W. Thompson Gun Silencer 
125 148 17 Apr 19 D. Samia Improvements in or Relating to Mortars 

and Like Firearms 
166 851 28 Jul 21 J. Taliaferro Improvements in Small Arms i- Machine Guns 
308 572 1 May 30 Col I. Worobjeff, 

D.S.O. 
Improvements in or Relating to Silencers 

in Firearms 
498 775 13 Jan 39 F. G. Barnes Improvement in k Connected with Attach¬ 

ment to Firearms 
581 974 31 Oct 46 W. A. Kulikowski, etc. 

Patents - Norway 

Improvements in 82 Relating to silencing 

of Firearms 

20 302 3 Dec 08 H, Pr Maxim Silencer 
47 405 30 Apr 28 Bror Witt 

Patents - Denmark 

Silencer 

35 748 15 Mar 26 f. S, Anders on 

Patents - Austria 

Silencer 

41 383 1 Oct 09 F. Nemet Silencer 

Patents - Italy 

No. Date Inventor Title 

401 021 2 Jan 43 A. B. aTorino Silencer 

401 755 30 Jan 41 L. M, aCastel Silencer 

V erres 

402 478 10 Mar 43 E. A. aMadellio Lario Silencer 

415 686 2B Oct 46 E, G. aBologna Silencer 

472 688 27 Jun 52 A. T. aGrisolera Dissipative Silencer 



UNCLASSIFIED 

This document may be further distributed by any holder only with specific prior ap¬ 
proval of the Commanding Officer, Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa., Attn: 
SMUFA J8100. 

This report presents physical and functional descriptions and acoustical 

evaluation of various domestic and foreign silencers and silenced small arms 

weapons. Included are cross-sectional drawings and external view photographs 

of ail systems tested. An acoustical evaluation of each system is given in the 

form of far field sound pressure-time records. All major constituents of sound 

signatures are identified and time-correlated with their respective sources in 

the system. Additionally, the report presents a record of silencing principles and 

a theoretical analysis of the various noise generating phenomenon. 




